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Dear Reader 

The pursuit of broader engagement and value creation 

through business, politics and philanthropy has made an 

important contribution to the successful development of  

the Liechtenstein Princely Family over the last 900 years. 

The rationale and need for philanthropic engagement are 

greater today than ever. With environmental threats reaching 

unprecedented levels and social polarization increasing in many 

parts of the world, the urgency to take action is growing. As 

governments struggle to address global challenges and wealth 

concentration increases, wealthy families have a growing respon-

sibility to engage and show leadership. And while the primary 

motivation and purpose of philanthropy must be to contribute 

to the healthier development of society and the planet, phil-

anthropic engagement also helps to better understand global 

 challenges, facilitates self-reflection and a positive perspec-

tive on life, and can assist wealthy and influential families in 

remaining grounded and reducing their sense of entitlement. 

However, engaging philanthropically in an effective way is not 

easy, as the areas and methods of engagement must evolve 

with the changing societal and environmental pressure points 

and with the myriad of new solutions. Aligning philanthropic 

activities with the broader context of the philanthropists’ 

business portfolio can add further complexity, but can also 

increase overall impact. 

The Liechtenstein Princely Family has consciously anchored the 

largest part of its philanthropic activities within LGT, thereby 

benefiting from LGT’s broad network and expertise. As a 

family, we have also been fortunate to partner with other 

philanthropists and to have a dedicated team of experts to 

help us along the way. We see LGT’s role as an advisor to many 

 families as an opportunity for us to align with our clients 

in their social investment portfolios and philanthropy. 

And we seek to catalyze positive synergies by 

partnering up with more philanthropists and working with  

our clients who are looking to have a broader impact with  

their wealth. 

I would like to thank all the philanthropists who have shared 

their journeys with our team, and all the organizations whose 

experience and expertise has gone into shaping the advice in 

this Guide. We look forward to continuing to work with you  

in the future. 

H.S.H. Prince Max von und zu Liechtenstein

Chairman LGT

Foreword by H.S.H. Prince Max von und zu Liechtenstein
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LGT’s Guide to Strategic Philanthropy is designed for anyone 

who wants to use their resources to have a positive impact in 

the world. You may already be giving financially, investing in 

line with your values or volunteering at organizations you have 

come across through friends or travel, or that have impacted 

you and your family. You may have accumulated or inherited 

wealth and want to use some of it to do good. You may be 

at an inflection point, such as selling a business or your chil-

dren leaving home, which leaves you with more free time. Or 

perhaps you have reached a personal milestone, or are looking 

at the world or an issue you care about and want it to be 

different, better, less unjust or more equitable. 

This Guide is written for philanthropists and is designed to 

support you on your philanthropic journey, whether you are  

just starting out, refreshing your approach, engaging new 

family members in your giving or seeking to leverage your 

impact after many decades. 

We aim to help you identify causes you care about, add value 

and have the most impact you can with the resources at your 

disposal. We want to encourage you to be bold and brave 

without causing harm, to focus and to develop confidence, 

skills and expertise. We hope this guide will help you move 

beyond reactive giving, which leaves you unsure if you have 

made a difference, towards proactive problem solving,  strategic 

programming and, hopefully, sustainable and scalable strategic 

interventions. Ultimately, we want you to become a leader 

in your chosen philanthropic field who is comfortable having 

difficult conversations, confident about making decisions and 

willing to become a philanthropic leader and advocate, thus 

encouraging and inspiring others to do more and better. 

This Guide is cause-neutral. Philanthropists choose the issues 

and the organizations they support for good and often personal 

reasons. You are influenced by your life and family experience, 

by your religious, spiritual, political and moral beliefs. You may 

want to give where you think the need is greatest, where you 

feel you can have the biggest impact, or can get the best social 

and environmental return. There is no right or wrong way to 

make these choices, what is important is that your philanthropy 

feels right for you and your family.

Over the four chapters in this Guide, we share our experience 

of social and environmental impact gained from working with 

philanthropic leaders and families, non-profit organizations, 

social enterprises, communities, multilateral agencies and 

governments across 70 countries. We share a simple strategic 

framework developed by Philanthropy Insight (Pi) to help you 

identify your philanthropic goals and values, implement your 

philanthropy effectively and, ultimately, have more impact on 

the causes you care about. We have experienced successes 

and failures, learned lessons about what works and what 

doesn’t, engaged with various different approaches and had 

the privilege of exploring wide-ranging strategies for social 

and environmental change with multiple stakeholders. We are 

motivated to help you achieve more impact with your giving, 

and to find joy in your philanthropy. 

In Chapter 1 we start by encouraging you to focus on what 

you can bring into your philanthropy; we want you to consider 

your motivations and values, explore your philanthropic focus 

and aspirations, and we highlight some of the different ways 

you can structure and manage your giving. 

In Chapter 2 we explore how social and environmental change 

occurs through the lens of a strategic philanthropy framework, 

the importance of understanding root causes and the system 

within which the problem you seek to address happens, and 

the many different approaches you can use to achieve change. 

We also touch on measuring and evaluating your impact and 

focus on learning and supporting systems change. 

Introduction
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In Chapter 3 we consider some philanthropic frames and 

approaches that can help you make your interventions sustain-

able and scalable. We also explore some of the different ways 

you can bring leverage to increase the positive impact on the 

issues you care about. 

And in Chapter 4 we consider more advanced ways in which 

you can grow and use your leadership and influence to involve 

your family and align your business and investments with your 

philanthropic aspirations. 

This Guide includes case studies from peer philanthropists who 

have kindly agreed to share their lessons, experiences and their 

own philanthropic journeys. We also provide exercises and 

tools, techniques and tips. And we make recommendations 

about additional reading material, if you wish to dive deeper 

into particular issues and tools. 

We hope this Guide helps you to increase the impact 

of your philanthropy, and that whatever your focus area,  

you are able to contribute to making our world more socially  

just and sustainable.

Jo Ensor Nina Hoas

Founder and CEO of Pi Head of

(Philanthropy Insight) LGT Philanthropy Advisory
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”If you’re in the luckiest 
1% of humanity, you 
owe it to the rest of 
humanity to think about 
the other 99%.“
Warren Buffet
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1.1. Consider your reason for giving 

You, your family and foundation (if you have one) are unique. 

Your philanthropy is likely to be unique too. People decide to 

be philanthropic for different reasons. You may have recently 

inherited your wealth, you may have sold an asset, you may 

have been motivated to do something by an emotionally 

moving encounter or situation, or you may feel lucky for your 

wealth and privilege, and now want to do something great for 

society. Often, people choose to focus on their philanthropy at 

an inflection point in their life, when they have both the time 

and the financial resources to deploy. 

Some philanthropists look back over many years of giving across 

multiple themes and issue areas and question their impact. 

They want to find a more strategic way to give that has a better 

chance of having a sustainable impact. After decades of giving, 

some philanthropists seek ways to become more catalytic, or 

take big bets in an effort to make a permanent change. 

Wherever you are on your philanthropic journey, working to 

achieve social or environmental change can be challenging, 

and unless you have some prior experience or professional 

support, knowing where to start may be daunting. 

As you start out, engage family or refresh your strategy, pause 

to reflect on why you want to give. 

1.2. Explore your motivations

The first step toward strategic philanthropy is to decide on your 

motivations, values, areas of interest and your added value. 

These will define the approach you take. Clarifying this will help 

keep you focused as you get more involved in what can feel 

like quite complex problems. Without this direction, it is easy to 

become overwhelmed by the number and type of opportunities 

you could support, and it may become hard to say no to poten-

tial requests for support. Clearly articulating your values and 

beliefs also gives clarity to everyone with a stake in making 

decisions on your behalf, now and in the future.

Spend time alone (or with family members if you choose 

to involve them) to consider what you really care about. In 

smaller families, your philanthropy strategy may be a discus-

sion between one or two family members, which will be easier 

to align than in larger families with multiple generations and 

different values and areas of interest. There are many tools, 

some of which we share with you in this guide, to help you 

with these discussions and decisions. There are also different 

ways to organize your philanthropy and to acknowledge 

different areas of interest and approaches. 

Start by considering why you want to give and what motivates 

you. You may want to consider the following questions:

“We make a living by what we get, 
but we make a life by what we give.” 

Winston Churchill

Explore your motivations

Please consider the questions below and think about 

your motivations.

n What first motivated you to give? Was it a person or a situation 

from your past, or a transitional moment or experience?

n What motivates you to give now? Do your moral, spiritual, 

 political or religious beliefs shape your thinking?

n Do you use your head or your heart when you think about 

 giving, or both? Are you comfortable with this?

n Do you feel angry about an issue and want it to change, or 

emotionally drawn towards a group of people or a place?

n What do you hope to gain from your giving? 

n What would you like to change in the world, or to be different, 

or to keep?

n What brings you joy in life?

n What do you most want to learn or understand?

1. Motivations and your philanthropy
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Matt Damon and Gary White –  
Finding our purpose

We chose to focus on water for its potential to transform lives. Although the impact 
of securing reliable access to safe water is truly incalculable, the stories we hear from 
people who have experienced this can help shed light on the enormity of both the 
need and the drive people have for securing water and sanitation. Here are a couple 
of examples.

A breakthrough moment for me, Gary, was when I was 

meeting with a woman in India. She was probably about 

80 years old, and she had lived on this rocky hillside. She 

would have to wait for the cover of night to walk down by 

the river to defecate. So she had installed a toilet. I asked 

her how she was able to pay for it. She said she had taken 

out a loan. When she told me how much her payments 

were, I did the math, and realized she was paying 125% 

interest on a loan because she needed that toilet so badly. 

The very first water collection I, Matt, ever went on was 

with a 14-year-old girl in rural Zambia. I walked with the 

girl and a translator to get water for her home. Along the 

way, I asked her about her plans, and she said she was 

going to go to Lusaka and become a nurse. It wasn’t until 

I left that I realized if someone had not had the foresight 

to sink the bore well a mile from her house, she would be 

spending much of her day collecting water for her family. 

She wouldn’t be in school and the dream of being a nurse 

would be out of reach. 

Together and through our organizations, Water.org and 

WaterEquity, we have reached over 36 million people 

with safe water and sanitation access, but we will not be 

 satisfied until everyone, everywhere has access to water 

and a sanitary toilet.

10



My philanthropic focus and purpose stem from a deep faith and my experiences 
during a heart-wrenching period in my life.

I married a very energetic and inquisitive entrepreneur. My 

husband decided to take the government to court for a busi-

ness operating license, and when I asked him, “How long is 

this legal battle going to take? Because I don’t think it is a 

smart idea to sue the government!”, he promised me that it 

would take three months. Well, it took five years! Those five 

years were both mentally and physically exhausting, and the 

most difficult part of my personal journey. Added to that, 

we lived through the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Zimbabwe. I lost 

an aunt whom I loved very dearly, and thereafter all nine of 

her children, one after the other.

 

I did a lot of soul-searching and began to reflect on the 

question, “If we were to have this business, what would 

we do with the money that we would make?” We decided 

to support children who had lost their parents to HIV/AIDS 

by personally funding their education.

 

My motivation was really a combination of what I had  

lost and the pain that I saw first-hand. In the short term,  

I found a way to channel my grief by helping children who 

had been orphaned by HIV/AIDS. Now we work across 

education, global health, rural transformation and disaster 

relief and preparedness, investing in human capital devel-

opment to build thriving communities in Africa.

Today, I’m living a better life than I could have ever 

 imagined, with a loving husband and wonderful children 

and finding joy in doing the most rewarding work – giving 

young people a platform to fulfil their God-given purpose 

in Zimbabwe and beyond.

Tsitsi Masiyiwa –  
My family and my focus
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1.3. Identify your family’s core values and involvement

Your values and those of your family should be central to your 

philanthropy. You can also think relatively early on about how 

to involve your family. Start off by identifying the values that 

are most important to you, so you can align your philanthropy 

with them. Your values will form the prism through which you 

make decisions, prioritize, engage with partners and conduct 

activities. Deep personal values often change little over time, 

so be confident about what is important to you, and bring 

these values with you into your philanthropy. You may choose 

to align your philanthropy with your own personal values, or 

with a family member’s values, to honor the wealth generator, 

for example. Or you may want to align philanthropic values 

with the family business that has generated your wealth. Or a 

combination of the two. 

Identify your family’s core values (2)

Please write your top core values using the list below or by adding 

your own.

Accessibility  Accountability Authenticity 

Collaboration  Community Consciousness

Courage  Creativity  Diversity 

Dignity  Discipline  Effectiveness 

Empowerment Education Entrepreneurial

Equality  Fairness Freedom 

Faith  Family  Fun

Growth Gender Health

Happiness  Harmony  Humility

Independence  Innovation  Integrity

Inclusivity Joy Justice

Kindness  Leadership Love

Loyalty Partnership Peace 

Resourcefulness Respect  Spirituality 

Security Simplicity  Social mobility

Safety Tradition Well-being

My top three values are: 

1.

2.

3.

“I wanted to give my children enough 
money so that they would feel they 
could do anything, but not so much 
they could do nothing.” 

Warren Buffett

Identify your family’s core values (1)

Please think about your core values by considering 

the questions below. 

n What values are important to you and your family? 

n What values have your family and other role models passed  

on to you?

n Are any other values important, for example those of the 

wealth generator, other family members or a family business? 

n If you want to involve your children, are there values that 

would encourage or hinder their engagement?

n How have your values influenced your giving in the past? 

n Would you prefer to spend down your philanthropic assets in 

your lifetime, or to give in perpetuity and engage your family, 

or others, after your death? If you have a longer-term vision for 

your giving, does this impact your values? 

12 Motivations and your philanthropy



Elie Horn –  
Identifying core 
values and beliefs 

When I signed the Giving Pledge, I reconfirmed a commitment I had made to myself 
long before, which was to give away 60% of all my possessions for the social good.

I had asked my family when to make these gifts, and they 

all agreed with me that this should be done while living. I 

followed in the footsteps of my father, who passed away 

when I was in my early 40s and had gifted 100% of what 

he owned to charitable causes.

Giving is part of life and part of my family’s values. Some 

of my beliefs comes from religion and society. But today, 

my ambition is mainly to do good for society through work 

and honesty.

I’m a businessman, and working is something I have been 

good at since a very early age. When I was 20 years old, I 

owned nothing, but by the age of 29, I had made millions 

of dollars, which would perhaps be equivalent to some 

hundred million dollars today. Having made a vast fortune 

very quickly and at a very young age, it was truly the giving 

that defined money’s value for me. I don’t believe in mate-

rial things. I invest my money, but only for the social good. 

And I try to bring others onboard to do the same. In fact, 

for every dollar I give to a cause, I plan for additional money 

to be donated by others.

I believe that if you have money, you should give it with 

your best ability, and always push to do more. For my part, 

I do this with a strong conviction that I have tried to do my 

best to give meaning to the mission of my life in this world. 

13



In addition to identifying values, some philanthropists wonder 

when the best time is to engage their family. Involving your 

family in your giving can foster shared values, help develop 

a legacy and enhance relationships. It can be very rewarding 

for you and for future generations to engage with and build 

on your charitable giving. There is no right or wrong time to 

involve your family or your children. 

Some philanthropists engage children in discussions about 

values and causes from an early age. You may want to consider 

giving pre-teen and teenage children a small allowance to 

start to identify and give to certain causes. Some  families 

will encourage their older children to learn more about the 

 family’s philanthropy and to develop leadership skills by 

joining family foundation boards, which is similar to taking on 

a role in the family business. Many families feel that having 

an  understanding of giving back helps to balance the power 

and privilege that comes with inheriting wealth. Some family 

members may show more interest and inclination for philan-

thropy than others – and it is likely not to be something that 

can be forced, but an interest that grows over time. 

When setting up your philanthropy, consider whether you hope 

to give during your lifetime or pass on your giving to the next 

generation. If you opt for the latter, try to design your giving in 

a way that will enable this. Giving while living is an approach 

to philanthropy embraced by Chuck Feeney, the founder of 

Atlantic Philanthropies, whereby philanthropists give their 

fortune, skills and time during their lifetime. The motivation 

in this case is to have an impact and focus on solving today’s 

problems rather than spending comparatively less via a foun-

dation endowed in perpetuity. Foundations and philanthropists 

that have this approach are said to be “spend-down”, meaning 

that their money should all be spent within a certain period. 

Many well-known philanthropists, such as Warren Buffet, Bill 

and Melinda Gates and Jack Ma, have adopted this approach. 

You can involve your family in many ways: as volunteers or 

salaried staff at your foundation, for example, conducting 

research or with responsibility for a particular program of 

activities; as co-decision makers; or as members of the family 

foundation’s board. If you intend to give in perpetuity, then 

your family may also be your successors and involving them 

early on is a sensible way to develop their skills, understanding 

and expertise. 

There are many philanthropy education programs available 

for philanthropists and their families as you start your giving 

journey. Seeking support with this process can be a good 

way to learn the basics of strategic philanthropy as a family, 

 alongside peers. 

14 Motivations and your philanthropy
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wealth than to give whilst one is 
living – to personally devote oneself 
to meaningful efforts to improve the 
human condition.” 

Chuck Feeney



Nataly Davidai – Giving as a family 

My family has been involved in 
volunteering and modest philanthropy for 
generations. But despite our hands-on 
approach, our work was scattered. 

This began to change in 2006, when I was providing legal 

assistance in northern Israel to civilians suffering from the 

second Lebanon war. My experience inspired my parents to 

help improve public health in vulnerable areas of Israel. The 

family decided to support the Baruch Padeh Medical Center. 

The family then also created a scholarship fund for post-

doctoral students. With the mission to advance the short-

comings of the Israeli public health system, the scholarships 

prioritize specializations that do not sufficiently exist in Israel 

such as heart transplant, emergency and infant surgery. We 

also invest in infrastructure and human capital to mitigate 

the public health inequities within Israel. 

My brothers and I take part in all the projects. I am on the 

committee that decides where the scholarship money goes. 

We also spend time discussing and refining our values as a 

family. Every couple of years, we talk about these things in 

conjunction with succession planning, which my brother and 

I have always been part of. We were encouraged to volun-

teer from a young age and as we grew older, we urged our 

parents to structure the family’s philanthropy and volun-

teering in a more strategic way to increase impact. It is 

important to our family that the coming generations carry 

on the philanthropic legacy. 

If we feel passionate about something, it is important for us 

to try it out first and then discuss whether or not it worked. 

I personally believe that you need to work and get to know 

the people you intend to serve before you give away funds. 

As my dad says: “If you are passionate about something, do 

it and be willing to deal with the consequences.” 

15



Philanthropy has always been important to my family, and through family conversa-
tions I learned early on that this had been a key priority for my late grandfather in 
our country, Oman. 

I found that I also had a passion to engage, and started to 

get involved in my family’s foundation at the age of 21. I 

wanted to truly understand the operational side of it and 

learned from scratch how the foundation worked, also 

immersing myself in all its various activities. Back then, our 

family’s foundation was “fire-fighting” emerging issues in 

a multitude of areas.

Together with my brother, who shared the same vision as 

me of moving away from addressing issues in this way, we 

decided to learn from experts in the field and to engage 

consultants to develop a new strategy for the family’s 

foundation with a view to adopting long-term sustainable 

solutions within a few selected focus areas. Being quite 

young and with limited experience in the space, we decided 

to use this as a learning opportunity. For family members 

entering the foundation today, the process is different, as 

there are now lessons to be learned from, for example, my 

own experience. I am currently an executive director at the 

foundation, in charge of all strategic decisions and moni-

toring our activities. 

 

In general, I believe that we – the next generation – have 

different ideas when engaging in philanthropy compared 

to previous generations, whether it be with regard to focus 

areas or approaches. But I find that to be successful, it is 

important that all family members from different genera-

tions find a middle ground and agree on a common vision. 

And that is what we ultimately did.

I would encourage the next generation to join conferences, 

network and learn from like-minded individuals. I have 

personally learned a lot from meeting people from similar 

backgrounds who are or have been on similar journeys. 

Mira Al Busaidi – Engaging in the 
family’s philanthropy as a member 
of the next generation
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1.4. Explore your added value

The amount of resources you can invest, the time you have 

available to spend on your philanthropy and your risk appetite 

all shape your philanthropic interventions. 

Financial resources are obviously important and should shape 

the scale of your philanthropic ambition. You will not be able 

to solve global poverty with a couple of million dollars, so be 

ambitious but also realistic. The level of your financial resources 

alone does not guarantee effectiveness. Not all strategic philan-

thropists have huge budgets, but they add value in other ways, 

such as by bringing their talent, skill sets, expertise, experience 

and their networks. In Chapter 4 we will also explore how you 

can further leverage your philanthropy, for example, by aligning 

your assets and investments with your values. 

a) Your personal assets

You can add value to your giving in many ways that go beyond 

the financial resources. The most effective philanthropists bring 

their skills, expertise, experience, networks and communities. 

They may align their philanthropy in some way with their busi-

ness (Chapter 4.3.) or their hobbies, and they will leverage these 

non-financial assets to reach their philanthropic goals. They 

may also be likely to align their investment strategies with their 

philanthropy (Chapter 4.4.) and in some cases, feel  comfortable 

using their personal status or reputation as a platform to advance 

their philanthropic goals. Similarly, many get involved in encour-

aging others to become more philanthropic. It is helpful to 

make a list of all the potential added value you could bring to 

your philanthropy, both as you start out, and as you begin to 

feel more confident with your philanthropic practice.

b) Your time

Your availability in terms of time will also shape your phil-

anthropic interventions. Some philanthropists balance their 

giving with other work and family commitments, some hire 

staff to support them and some choose to work full time on 

their philanthropy, as they would a career. How much time 

you and your family members have available should influence 

your choice of intervention and can shape the structure of 

your philanthropic giving and the extent to which you make 

decisions versus delegating them to someone else, such as a 

partner organization, a grantee or foundation staff.

Your personal assets 

Create a list of the personal assets you can bring to your 

 philanthropy considering the list below.

n Skills/expertise

n Professional and/or personal experience 

n Networks and communities

n Reputation 

n Family business focus

n Financial resources

n Time

n Passion 

n Other resources 

“There are lots of resources each of us 
can pull from our safes to share with 
others – time, attention, knowledge, 
patience, creativity, talent, effort, 
humor, compassion. And sure enough, 
something greater rises up every time 
we give.” 

MacKenzie Scott

17Motivations and your philanthropy



Björn Ulvaeus – Bringing my experience 
in music to my philanthropy

In the 1970s, when Benny Andersson and I were writing songs for our band ABBA, 
the music industry looked fundamentally different. The competition was not as 
fierce as today and songwriters were rewarded equitably thanks to royalties from 
their records. This fair distribution gave us the time and the creative freedom to 
focus on our best songs.

If we had written “Dancing Queen” today, you might 

not ever have heard it. It could have been just another 

“stream” among hundreds of thousands of songs 

uploaded to streaming services every week. What I see 

is that songwriters today are not valued as much as their 

songs are, and royalties are redistributed unequally. The 

digital era has created a new reality where it’s harder for 

creators to survive on their profession. 

But music is a vital part of peoples’ lives. So, I was 

confronted with the question of why music creators, who 

have such an important role in our societies, often know 

so little about the inner workings of the industry and their 

rights? Today it is far more complex to be a music creator 

than it was for us a few decades back.

As a songwriter, musician and artist myself, I know how 

extremely important it is that creators learn what intellec-

tual property rights they have and what data pertaining to 

their IP they need in order to work efficiently. So, together 

with two other prominent creators, Max Martin and Niclas 

Molinder, I founded Music Rights Awareness to increase 

knowledge about intellectual property rights for creators 

worldwide. Together, we joined forces with the UN agency 

the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) to 

form the WIPO for Creators consortium. The goal is to raise 

awareness and increase knowledge of creators’ rights and 

related management practices, ensuring recognition and 

fair rewards for all creators regardless of their geographical, 

cultural or economic conditions.
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I have four main philanthropic areas that I support  financially  
and through hands-on involvement. 

The first is socio-economic development, culture and 

language heritage on the North Frisian Island Föhr, which 

is where my father’s family originates from. The second 

is empowering women in Bhutan through income-gener-

ating activities, something I’ve been focusing on for the 

past 20 years. The third is reversing the trend of negative 

population growth in Russia, where I’ve gifted non-com-

mercial fertility clinics. And my fourth area is the polar 

region and the climate change affecting it.

I support numerous initiatives there, including Arctic and 

Antarctic research and explorations. This year, I will start to 

reward action-oriented scientific initiatives that can reverse 

the dramatic effects of climate change. 

I dedicate two-thirds of my time to philanthropy. I take 

responsibility for these initiatives, and I am fully  dedicated to 

seeing them realize their full potential. My  experience enables 

me to contribute more than just financially, including from 

organizational leadership to networks and structure. For 

small, cause-oriented organizations to be effective, they need 

a strong internal structure and processes, as well as a good 

understanding of the problem they are trying to solve. I often 

take time to help the organizations I support financially to 

further develop these frameworks and build impactful collab-

orations and partnerships.

The big question is whether you can turn your values, and 

the causes you are passionate about, into impactful philan-

thropy. It is important to ask yourself: 

“Do I want to be actively involved in 

my philanthropy, or do I want to let 

somebody else do the ‘work’?” Never 

underestimate the time required to be 

fully engaged, especially if you are like 

me, passionate and immersed in more 

than just one cause. If you want to 

walk this journey, my advice is to chart 

the path and direction in advance.

Frederik Paulsen – Combining values, 
passion and time
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c) Your passion

Consider what will bring you the most joy. Choose an issue or 

area you are passionate about and that brings you a sense of 

purpose and pleasure, despite the sometimes painful nature 

of the problems philanthropists seek to address. A level of 

passion for a cause will help you engage for the long term. 

Your philanthropy should never feel like a chore, or you will 

want to avoid it. So, seek areas of interest and approaches 

that appeal to you.

d) Your philanthropic budget

How you will divide up your overall philanthropy pot is impacted 

by many decisions. Having a three-to-five-year budget that 

is aligned with your strategy is advisable, and it is sensible to 

allocate a meaningful and appropriate amount thereof to your 

main area of philanthropic focus. Your philanthropic ambition 

(or goals) should be in line with your level of resources. 

There is no right or wrong way to do this. Some families will, for 

example, devote 70% of their annual philanthropy budget to 

a primary focus area, with the remainder shared across other 

issues, and/or family members’ interests. Some foundations 

have staff and administration costs to cover. Some foundations 

will vary their annual giving based on the availability of funds, 

on need or on a strategic decision, for example, to invest in a 

“big bet” at a moment in time they consider a tipping point for 

their issue. Some foundations are set up to exist in perpetuity, 

while others are to be spent down within a set timeframe.

As you think about how to allocate your resources,  

consider the following factors that help you determine  

your  philanthropic budget:

 n Overall funding portfolio 

How much can you afford to give every year? How many 

resources are needed to achieve impact in the areas you 

have chosen? Are you intending to grow your philanthropic 

budget over time, to spend down or to give in perpetuity? 

Are you spending your philanthropic capital on grantmaking 

to organizations that can help you achieve your goals, or 

are you hiring staff to build your own programs? (Make 

a conscious decision about whether you want to become 

operational, don’t let it happen by accident.)

 n Investment returns 

If you have endowed (Chapter 1.7.) or invested your phil-

anthropic assets, how much philanthropic capital can be 

expected each year? As well as making grants, are you 

able to move your investments into areas that support your 

philanthropy – such as impact investing with a climate lens? 

Consider your investment philosophy. 

 n Time frame

How long do you want to give? Do you want to spend all 

your philanthropic capital in your lifetime, or over a specific 

period of time, or do you want your giving to continue after 

your death? If you are spending in perpetuity, what does 

this mean for succession in terms of a management body 

or a potential member of the next generation taking over? 

If responsibility is to be handed down to future generations, 

then for how many generations? And what implications 

does managing your philanthropic assets, vision, mission 

and governance have?

Once you have a budget, consider how you will allocate it:

 n Grants and programs 

Ideally, you will have a rolling three-to-five-year budget 

that establishes how you want to allocate the philanthropic 

spend between different programs during that time. Think 

about whether there is a big bet you wish to take. Consider 

the exit from the program, when this might happen and 

how it would impact your funding allocations. 

 n Flexibility to step in/up 

By allowing some flexibility, you can increase your ability  

to respond to a moment in time when need might suddenly 

be very great, or there is a catalytic opportunity. Financial 

decisions should be influenced by the changing external 

environment as well as internal. 

 n Operational and administrative costs 

Try not to be in a position where you are spending your time 

on activities that you could delegate to others. Free up your 

time so you can focus your expertise on where you can make 

the biggest difference. Where appropriate, hire skilled staff 

such as a CEO and budget for these costs. Don’t let admin-
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istration costs, or overhead, be your measure of an organi-

zation’s effectiveness. It is a misconception that lower over-

head means more impact. An organization that does not pay 

for effective people who bring experience and ideas that are 

scalable and impactful may not be the most efficient. Over-

heads can vary from as little as 5% to up to 30% depending 

on various factors like the nature of the work and the stage 

or scale of the operations. Extend this same flexibility to your 

grantees, rather than setting an arbitrary cap.

e) Your risk appetite

Assessing your risk appetite will help you consider your comfort 

level with philanthropic risk. Entrepreneurs or philanthropists 

who happily embrace risk are likely to be more interested in 

piloting or testing new initiatives or investing in start-up social 

enterprises that have ambitious strategies but no track record 

(Chapter 2.6.f).

Those less comfortable with risk may prefer to replicate 

 initiatives they know work, or to fund organizations they are 

familiar with, for example, interventions that work closely 

with communities and have more tangible human outcomes 

(Chapter 2.6.a).

If you have less need for immediate results, you may find your-

self drawn to advocacy initiatives or policy change (Chapter 2.6.c), 

which could take many years, but if successful, can benefit large 

numbers of people.

You may also want to consider reputational risk and your will-

ingness to be public about your philanthropy. With time and 

growing confidence, philanthropists often become more willing 

to speak out about the issues they work on because they know 

they have a unique ability to raise awareness of their issues with 

key stakeholders, and are willing to take the risk of losing their 

anonymity to do so.

Your risk appetite

Please write a personal or family risk profile considering the 

following questions. 

n Do you have a high or low risk approach, for example, to your 

financial investment? 

n Does this translate into your philanthropic giving?

n Do you seek immediate results from your giving? Or are you 

comfortable backing initiatives that may take several years 

and/or have less guaranteed outcomes?

n How much control do you want over your giving? How much 

reporting do you expect to receive from partners, for example?

n How willing are you to be public about your philanthropy,  

and could this better help you achieve your philanthropic goals 

and/or encourage others?

n Is there any reputational risk for you or your philanthropy?

My/our philanthropic risk profile is

Additional reading 

Open Road Alliance. (2020, 15 July). 

Risk Management for Philanthropy, a Tool Kit. 

Examples of risk profiles

As an entrepreneur, I am comfortable with piloting new initiatives and 

taking risks with my investments and grants. I set aside 30% of my 

portfolio as risk capital and 30% as grants for pilot programs. I engage 

where I have a good understanding of the issue, a proposal backed up 

with evidence and a trusted relationship with the organization or CEO. 

I am comfortable with limited reporting while approaches are  being 

tested and recognize some might fail. Once an approach has been 

tested, I hand over to other philanthropists to scale. I am comfortable 

using my name and I proactively share philanthropic data and results in 

the public domain so others can use this to make more evidence-based 

decisions in their grantmaking and impact investing. 

Our family is private and our grantmaking is mostly anonymous. As 

we try to bring more family members into the foundation, regular and 

transparent reporting from grantees is important to us, as is giving in 

our local area, so that we can “see” the impact that is taking place. 

For the time being, we prefer to work with a few organizations that 

we know well and continue to build relationships with them. At this 

stage in our giving journey, we would prefer to give grants to proven 

approaches, and to support them in replicating and scaling with 

experienced organizations. We may feel better able to take more risk as 

we learn more about our issue (education) and mature as a foundation. 

We will re-evaluate this risk profile when we assess our first phase of 

programming and refresh our strategy in three years’ time. 
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1.5. Find your philanthropic focus 

One of the most important decisions you can make to increase 

your effectiveness is to focus on a small number of philanthropic 

areas. Understanding the issue you want to fund and getting 

to know the landscape and stakeholders will enable you to be 

smarter about how you fund and how to best invest the time 

you have in achieving change. It’s important to choose an area 

that interests you and that you will enjoy working on. Identi-

fying an issue you care about is, along with identifying your 

values, an important initial step in your philanthropy journey. 

For some philanthropists this is easy. They might feel very 

passionate about something such as education for girls or 

protecting the ocean. Or they might be very angry about an 

issue, such as gender inequality or food waste, and  therefore 

know very quickly which area they want to focus on. For 

others, however, focusing on an issue can be challenging; they 

may be seeking to maximize the impact they have and strug-

gling to choose between different areas. Perhaps they want 

to have research and data to back up their  decision but find 

it hard to know when they have enough data, or they have a 

number of family members with differing areas of interest and 

values and are struggling to reach a compromise that can still 

achieve impact. It is very important not to spread yourself or 

your financial resources too thin. By focusing, you will ensure 

learning builds expertise across the wider giving portfolio, and 

ultimately, you will have more impact.

It is worth taking some time to identify and explore an issue 

you care about. You might even choose to fund a few different 

issues to start with, making small grants to each over a year or 

two before settling on one focus, one issue or one approach 

that feels right. 

This exercise helps you identify your core philanthropic themes 

or issues. From the following issue areas, choose the three that 

most interest you, or that you feel are most important. Alterna-

tively, add your own. Please note these are not an exhaustive list, 

just examples for you to consider. For more on the UN’s Sustain-

able Development Goals, see Chapter 3.1.

“My theme for philanthropy is the  
same approach I used with technology: 
to find a need and fill it.” 

An Wang

Finding your philanthropic focus

Please identify your philanthropic focus and interest areas using 

the lists below.

UN Sustainable 

Development Goals

Other areas

1. No Poverty 

2. Zero Hunger

3. Good Health and Well-being

4. Quality Education

5. Gender Equality

6. Clean Water and Sanitation

7. Affordable and Clean Energy

8. Decent Work and 

Economic Growth

9. Industry, Innovation 

and Infrastructure

10. Reduced Inequalities 

11. Sustainable Cities 

and Communities

12. Responsible Consumption  

and Production

13. Climate Action

14. Life Below Water

15. Life on Land

16. Peace, Justice and  

Strong Institutions 

17. Partnerships for the Goals

Animal welfare

Civil rights/civil liberties

Criminal justice

Cultural heritage 

Disaster relief 

Democracy 

Elderly/aging 

Faith-based initiatives

Free speech 

Housing/shelter 

Investigative journalism/ 

documentary filmmaking 

Media/communications 

Museums/history 

Refugees

Science/data and technology 

Social entrepreneurship/ 

business/finance

Social innovation 

Spirituality/mindfulness

Visual arts/performing arts

My top three interest areas are: 

1.

2.

3.
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When I was younger, I believed I could change the world from the ground up.  
Today I know that’s almost impossible. But I could never forgive myself for not  
trying to change at least certain aspects, where I am able and allowed to.

When I was considering how best to contribute to the world 

around me, I recalled a part of my own life. I do not like 

to remember it, like most people who try to delete all the 

bad experiences from their memory. So it took me some 

time to recall how I felt, and the situation I was placed in 

when I broke up with my first husband. I believe that every-

thing bad is good for something, however, and this expe-

rience helped me to bring something positive to society. I 

began to examine the issues I had been faced with in more 

detail, and was horrified at how many women face similar 

situations, how many women have existential problems 

because of the irresponsibility of their former partners, and 

the inability or slow pace of bureaucracy and dedicated 

bodies in supporting single mothers in need. Women who 

are put through the worst situations, without any chance 

of defending themselves from the violence or ignorance 

of former partners who, for example, are not contributing 

financially to raising the children or are “beyond the reach” 

of laws and the authorities. 

It is for these women and their families – in particular the 

children – that I decided to do my part for society. Having 

faced this disparity myself, I wanted to make a difference 

for other women and children experiencing similar situa-

tions. That is why, together with my husband, I founded 

the organization Women for Women in 2012, which today 

has helped not only hundreds of women, but also dozens 

of men and thousands of children in the Czech Republic.

Ivana Tykač – 
Finding my focus 
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You may decide to provide sustained funding to a single focus 

area that lasts for several years or decades. Some families may 

fund several focus areas, reflecting the different interests of indi-

vidual family members. With a larger philanthropic budget, you 

can fund several focus areas – as long as you have the capacity 

to learn about each area, find aligned and effective organiza-

tions, build partnerships and ensure you dedicate enough time 

and resources to each focus area to be effective. Others may 

identify more with an approach than an issue, and adopt the 

same approach across multiple areas, such as investing in social 

entrepreneurs across many different issue areas, or funding inves-

tigative journalism as a tool to influence policy. (For more on 

approaches, see Chapter 2.6.)

One key element when selecting a focus area is finding out what 

already exists in that area and what other foundations or NGOs 

are doing so as not to duplicate these efforts. You should only 

start a new initiative if you cannot find an existing organization 

that is already working in that area that you could help make 

more impactful. We expand on this point in the framework 

under Step 4 Landscape analysis in Chapter 2.4.

1.6. Develop a philanthropic vision and mission statement

Once you have identified your values and areas of interest, 

you are ready to start to define your philanthropic vision and 

mission statement. 

The vision statement focuses on tomorrow and what your philan-

thropy or foundation wants to become. The mission statement 

focuses on today and what your philanthropy or foundation does. 

While foundations commonly use mission and vision statements 

interchangeably, it is important to have both. 

a) Drafting your vision statement

Your vision is an aspirational description of what you want to 

achieve in the medium to long term. It’s the destination, the 

aspiration you are working towards. It should provide a picture 

of your preferred future, so all your stakeholders feel your 

enduring, deep and inspiring purpose. It should be fairly easy 

to draft. 

b) Drafting your mission statement

Your philanthropic mission defines how you are going to 

achieve your vision. It defines how you work, gives all who are 

interested an idea of why you established your philanthropy and 

serves as a short- and long-term planning tool for measuring 

your philanthropic progress over time. Articulating your mission 

statement is an important step in managing your philanthropy 

effectively, and in forming a family foundation. 

The mission is usually broad and gives a flavor of the foun-

dation’s values and interests. It might honor donor intent, 

reflect the shared values of the family and their aims for the 

 organization and give you an identity. Mission statements 

should be defined specifically enough to provide focus, and 

flexibly enough to evolve as new generations assess changing 

needs and bring their own philanthropic and family objectives  

to the foundation. 

Additional reading 

Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors. (2012, 23 April).  

Finding Your Focus in Philanthropy. 

Your vision statement

Please think about your vision statement considering the 

 following questions.

n What are my/our shared beliefs and values and what vision do 

we (as a family) have in common? 

n Is there anything that particularly distinguishes us from other 

families (where we live, where or how we created our wealth)?

n Why are we creating this foundation and what do we hope  

to accomplish?

n What would the world look like if we were truly successful,  

so much so that we could stop pursuing our work?

Please draft your philanthropic vision statement

Examples of philanthropic vision statements

The Hummingbird Foundation envisages a world that is free from 

the abuse of human rights, specifically in the form of human trafficking.

The Lego Foundation aims to build a future in which learning through 

play empowers children to become creative, engaged, lifelong learners. 

The Small Foundation works to end extreme poverty in Sub-Saharan 

Africa by 2030.

The Tsao Foundation’s vision is of an inclusive society for all ages that 

optimizes the opportunities in longevity and strengthens inter-gener-

ational solidarity.
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A mission statement can be harder to draft than a vision state-

ment, especially if you are involving family members, or are at 

the beginning of your journey. Don’t worry if it takes you some 

time, just start by writing words and phrases that feel important 

to you. You can keep honing your mission until it feels right and 

you feel ready to share it externally. At this stage, your mission 

may only be a rough idea of what you want to do, but you can 

adapt and strengthen it as you go through the strategic frame-

work described in the following chapters. 

A clear mission is important. Without one, you are likely to 

end up reacting to problems and opportunities as they arise, 

rather than setting and implementing a clear course of action, 

being proactive, strategic, and ultimately, impactful.

Your mission statement

When drafting a mission statement, you might find the 5Ps 

 People, Places, Problems, Pathways and Philosophies helpful.

n People – Who are you doing this for? Can you define the 

 population and their unique circumstances? 

E.g.: We support education for disadvantaged young people, 

particularly girls, who are at risk of dropping out of school. 

n Places – Where will you focus: geographically, or on a specific 

type of location?

n Problems – What causes or issues do you want to address with 

your philanthropy? You might choose to start by defining the 

problem. 

E.g.: Despite a global commitment to universal primary 

education, 130 million girls remain out of school. We support 

education…

n Pathways – How are you going to work? Is there a particular 

approach or solution? 

E.g.: By supporting local community-based organizations 

working with parents, encouraging state governments to 

invest in teacher training and gender-appropriate learning 

environments and exploring the possibility for using techno-

logical solutions. 

n Philosophies – Which values are driving you; can you use these 

to define your view of how the world should be? Do you have 

a broader viewpoint on how the world works or should work? 

E.g.: Everyone should enjoy equal opportunities, regardless of 

gender, race or religion.

Also note that the choice of words is important, only use words 

that reflect your values, and make every word count.

Please draft your philanthropic mission statement

Examples of philanthropic mission statements

The Laudes Foundation is responding to the dual crises of inequality 

and climate change by supporting brave, innovative efforts that  inspire 

and challenge industry to harness its power for good. Providing our 

partners with philanthropic capital, expertise and connections, we work 

collectively with and through specific industries to help catalyze systems 

change. At the same time, we work across sectors, influencing finance 

and capital markets to move towards a new economy that values all 

people and nature. These two strategies are designed to help accelerate 

the existing movement towards a climate-positive and inclusive economy.

LGT Venture Philanthropy’s mission is to improve the quality of life 

of disadvantaged people, contribute to healthy ecosystems and build 

resilient, inclusive and prosperous communities. We realize this mission 

through an entrepreneurial venture philanthropy approach: We deploy 

philanthropic growth capital to organizations and companies with 

effective, innovative and scalable solutions to social and environmental 

challenges, primarily in Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia.

The Kiawah Trust exists to help improve the lives of vulnerable and 

disadvantaged young people. The main focus is empowering adoles-

cent girls from poor communities in India in five ways: helping them 

marry later, stay in school longer, learn about sexual and reproductive 

health, gain vocational skills and develop personal agency. 

The Oak Foundation commits its resources to address issues of 

global social and environmental concern, particularly those that have 

a major impact on the lives of the disadvantaged. We adhere to six 

funding principles. These include funding initiatives that: focus on the 

root causes of problems; are replicable either within a sector or across 

geographical locations; include plans for long-term sustainability; 

have secured co-funding; strive to collaborate with like-minded orga-

nizations; and value the participation of people (including children) 

and communities.
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My engagement in philanthropy began in the early 1980s in the fields of education 
and health in Turkey. I became aware of emerging science demonstrating the 
importance of quality stimuli during preschool years on children’s cognitive, social, 
emotional and physical development. But back then, less than 5% of five- to six-
year-old children had access to preschool care and education in Turkey. 

My close friends, professors Bekman and Kağıtcıbaşı, as 

well as other distinguished researchers, had been testing a 

low-cost early childhood education program at Bosphorus 

University in Istanbul. They trained mothers of five- to 

six-year-old children to become their first educators, as 

an alternative to center-based preschool education. The 

randomized control study of this intervention demonstrated 

significant impact in children’s cognitive and psychosocial 

development and in mothers’ knowledge and attitudes in 

positive childrearing methods as well as their engagement 

with their child’s schooling and development. 

The program they had developed was low-cost and high 

impact. I was excited by the evidence and wanted children 

and their mothers across Turkey to benefit. I founded the 

Mother Child Education Foundation (ACEV) in 1993 with a 

vision to expand this proven intervention across the country. 

I was already convinced of the transformative power of 

education but was now committed to ensuring that children 

have a fair start in life through this program. 

ACEV has grown beyond my imagination over the past 

three decades and has become an influential organization 

globally; we’ve reached over 1.5 million children and parents 

in 15 countries. 

My goal for the near future is to expand the web and 

mobile-based delivery of our programs to support all 

underprivileged children and families. For the more distant 

future, I long for a world where all children have access to 

quality early care and education regardless of their circum-

stances or background and hope that one day, we will no 

longer need ACEV!

Ayşen Özyeğin – Finding my 
vision and mission 
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1.7. Structure your giving 

There are different ways to put a structure around your giving. 

It’s important to evaluate the options available to you based 

on your individual circumstances and needs. Important factors 

to consider when choosing a structure are not only the finan-

cial and personal resources you are willing to dedicate to your 

philanthropy, but also the involvement of family members, 

succession and the time horizon. 

In order to find the most suitable solution, it is recommended 

that you work together with others such as wealth planning 

advisors who know your situation and can walk you through 

the advantages and disadvantages of the different options. 

The experts and advisors you collaborate with should be 

aware of your philanthropic work and your domicile and tax 

 residence, as your options may differ depending on country- 

specific circumstances.

Two of the most widely used structures for philanthropic giving 

are private foundations and donor-advised funds (DAFs), which 

in some countries are also called donor-advised foundations or 

umbrella foundations. However, depending on the nature of 

your giving, a number of other structures can also be consid-

ered. If you are mainly opting for market-based interventions 

that may also generate financial returns (equity, debt, convert-

ible loans, impact investments), then a company structure might 

be better suited, as it could give you more flexibility than a char-

itable foundation. Another possibility is a charitable corporation. 

This vehicle is used in Germany, for example.

Laws, regulations and requirements for foundations, DAFs  

and charitable corporations differ between jurisdictions. 

Looking into your options and considering alternatives from  

a financial, administrative, legal and philanthropic point of 

view is strongly recommended when structuring your giving. 

You can, of course, also give without a formal structure 

around your philanthropy. 

a) Private foundation

A foundation is an independent vehicle with an own legal 

personality. The most common foundations for philanthropy are 

those classified by a country’s supervisory authority as “char-

itable” or “common-benefit”, which are set up permanently, 

or with a time-limit, to fulfill one or more  charitable purposes. 

Some countries, such as Liechtenstein, have different types of 

foundations. In the Principality, foundations can be used for 

purely private-benefit purposes (e.g. covering costs of education, 

learning, equipment and support) or for purely common-benefit 

purposes (e.g. supporting charitable, artistic, scientific or social 

work), or they can be used for partly private-benefit and partly 

common-benefit purposes.

Setting up a foundation has the advantage that the founder 

can give it a very personal shape and form, and freely define 

its vision and mission as well as make decisions regarding the 

board, governance, management and staffing. Because its 

vision is set, and due to its permanent nature, a foundation 

also gives a sense of stability and long-term commitment. 

A foundation requires good planning, management and time in 

order to become a meaningful philanthropic vehicle. A minimum 

amount of resources are required to set it up, while additional 

resources are needed for project management, accounting and 

annual reporting to authorities, for example. Succession planning 

must also be thought through in detail, especially if the foun-

dation is set up for perpetuity. 

In most cases, a foundation must by law have a board. The 

purpose of such boards is to provide direction with regard to 

the long-term vision and to have oversight of the foundation’s 

strategic plans and operations. A board will also ensure that 

the foundation has the human and financial resources it needs 

to be effective. Each board member should have a clearly 

defined role and decision-making rights, be well prepared 

for board meetings and be open to engaging in high quality 

dialog and debate. 

Depending on the jurisdiction, there may be specific criteria 

regarding the composition of a foundation board (e.g. a certain 

number of nationals). However, as a general rule, the following 

composition should be considered:

 n Five to seven members, including the chair

 n At least 50% women, and members of different ages and 

backgrounds

 n Members should have a strong commitment to the 

 foundation and its cause
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b) Donor Advised Fund (DAF)

A DAF is a philanthropic vehicle set up by a third party. It is a 

fund underneath a pre-existing charitable structure, such as a 

charitable foundation with a very broad purpose. A DAF is an 

alternative to setting up a foundation. 

While a foundation has its own legal personality, is set up in 

accordance with local laws and is officially registered with rele-

vant authorities, a DAF is established on a contractual basis 

between the umbrella structure and the individual donor or 

group of donors. The contract allows the donor to determine the 

name of the fund, its purpose, its decision-making body and its 

successors. It can also have its own name, website and mission. 

In most jurisdictions, if the underlying structure is set up for 

charitable purposes, a DAF can enjoy similar benefits as a char-

itable foundation, apart from having a board. It can also be 

shut or re-directed more easily, for example, you could start 

out with a DAF and then repurpose it to a stand-alone founda-

tion (in some jurisdictions this also works vice versa). It may also 

be more cost efficient, as administration costs, for example, are 

often shared between all funds within the umbrella structure. In 

addition, the overarching structure may provide certain comfort 

in succession planning. 

c) Charitable corporation 

Not setting up a charitable foundation or a DAF may have 

advantages in cases where flexibility to use market-based 

approaches, among others, is more important than receiving a 

tax exemption on giving. For example, when Facebook founder 

Mark Zuckerberg and his wife Priscilla Chan set up the chari-

table Chan Zuckerberg Initiative with an investment of 99% of 

the couple’s wealth from their Facebook shares over their life-

time, it was not in the form of a charitable trust or a private 

foundation but a limited liability company, which is  therefore 

not a tax-exempt organization. As an LLC, the organization 

has more flexibility in how it addresses its goals and can, for 

instance, invest in for-profit start-up companies and spend 

money on advocacy initiatives and lobbying.

In some jurisdictions, however, there may be tax benefits 

pertaining to the financial profits generated. In Germany, 

for instance, limited liability companies that pursue a chari-

table, benevolent or ecclesiastical purpose, often referred to 

as non-profit GmbHs or Stiftungs-GmbHs, have enjoyed great 

popularity for a number of years. Such companies can be 

recognized by the lower-case “g” in front of the legal form 

designation (gGmbH). They are frequently used at the inter-

section of non- and for-profit philanthropic activities. To date, 

this has often been the case in the health sector as well as in 

education and training. 

For each of the three structures outlined in this chapter, focus is 

sometimes placed on creating sustainable sources of financing 

to fund a family’s philanthropy with a view to reducing the 

dependency on the family or external donations over time. One 

way to do this is to establish an “endowment fund” with the 

donated capital. The endowment itself is a way to preserve 

capital by investing it according to the foundation’s investment 

policy in various instruments that generate financial returns. 

Income generated from the endowment capital is used to fund 

the foundation’s charitable activities.

Universities, churches, hospitals and many foundations have 

set up endowments to live in perpetuity. Harvard University, 

for instance, has one of the largest endowments in the world, 

created by multiple donations, while foundations such as IKEA 

Foundation are established with the founder’s company shares. 
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Some foundations allow for spending down of the initial 

“endowment fund”, meaning they also use a certain part of 

the endowed capital for philanthropic purposes. This contrasts 

with foundations that from the outset are set up as “spend 

down”, or in other words, those that have a defined period of 

time to spend down all their assets, including any investment 

income earned in that time frame. 

1.8. Move from charitable giving towards  

 strategic philanthropy

Having identified your motivations, values, areas of interest 

and the ways you and your family can add value beyond 

your financial contributions, you are now ready to develop a 

strategy for your giving. The chart below summarizes some of 

the characteristics of each type of giving. 

Charitable giving Strategic philanthropy 

Focuses on the effects of the problem, or the symptoms Addresses the root causes of the problem

Short-term fixes Longer-term solutions

May be service provision Limited service provision, seeks sustainable social change

Reactive, responds to requests Proactive, builds on best practice, identifies and fills gaps 

May create dependent communities Creates empowered, independent communities 

Impulsive, emotional, often temporary Thoughtful, planned, strategic (heart and head)

Unfocused, hard to say no Focused, increasingly expert

May just involve check-writing, and/or funding one or two organizations A portfolio of strategic, planned interventions seeking to achieve sustainable 
transformation

Understanding of impact is limited, as evaluation and analysis is limited Measurement of outcomes, evaluation of impact, lessons learned and shared

Provides for (gives to) those meant to benefit Actively engages, empowers and builds capacity of the communities meant 
to benefit 

Has no end Designed to be sustainable, to create a shift in the system, beyond depen-
dence on private capital

May do harm – who knows? Proactively seeks to do no harm

Additional reading 

Buchanan, P. (2019). Giving Done Right. Public Affairs.

Dogson, M. & Gann, D. (2020). Philanthropy, Innovation and 

Entrepreneurship: An Introduction. Palgrave Pivot.

Gates, B. (2007, 7 June). Harvard Commencement Speech. 

The Ford Foundation & Walker, D. (2015, 1 October). Toward a 

new gospel of wealth. 
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”Philanthropy is not about 
money. It’s about using 
whatever resources you have 
at your fingertips and applying 
them to improving the world.“
Melinda Gates
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Analyze the root causes
(not symptoms), and create
a problem and solutions tree

Understand the stakeholders,
strengths and gaps

Clarify personal and family 
values, assets, resources, skills,
budget and risk appetite

Develop a “Theory of
Change”, define the end goal,
and surface assumptions

Understand the approaches
or levers for change and ope-
rationalize your strategic plan

Focus on measurement and
evaluation for course correction
and learning

Learn about and consider
systems change philanthropy 

Analyze the socio-economic
and policy environment within
which your “problem” exists

2
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4
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1
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5
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6
DESIGN AND
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7
ASSESSING
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8
SEEKING SYSTEMS
CHANGE

REPEAT

3
UNDERSTAND
THE SYSTEM

REPEAT

Having narrowed down your values and areas of interest  

and drafted your philanthropy vision and mission, it is now 

time to focus on what you are going to do and develop a 

 philanthropic strategy. 

You are likely to have a broad understanding of the area you 

want to work in. You may have read about it, you may have 

spoken with friends or organizations that work to address the 

problem, or you may already have made some grants in the past. 

Invest time in learning about the issue before you dive in so that 

you can be smart about what you fund and direct your time and 

resources at interventions that will make the most difference. 

This chapter will help you understand how social and envi-

ronmental change takes place. With Philanthropy Insight’s (Pi) 

Strategic Philanthropy Framework we will help you explore 

and articulate how to achieve positive change and impact 

with your philanthropic resources in eight simple steps. In the 

previous chapter you identified your core values and beliefs 

as well as your added value (including personal assets, risk 

appetite, time, passion and philanthropic budget), started to 

identify a focus area or a problem to solve and drafted your 

vision and mission statements. Having done this, you have 

completed the first step – which is to consider what you will 

bring into your philanthropy. 

These eight steps are iterative in nature. For example, 

completing a landscape analysis (Step 4) and developing your 

theory of change (Step 5) may lead you to re-draft your philan-

thropic mission. As you measure and evaluate your philanthropy 

(Step 7), you should develop a better understanding of what is 

working well and can refine your theory of change.  Strategies 

are not set in stone, you course-correct as you go along, 

adapting and refining as you learn what works. 

2. A framework for strategic philanthropy

8-Step Strategic Philanthropy Framework 
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2.1. Step 1 – Your added value

Having understood your added value, articulated a draft vison 

and mission statement and identified a focus area (Chapter 1), 

you are ready to think about the problem you want to address. 

Don’t be tempted to jump to organizations or imagining solu-

tions yet. One of the most important ways to increase the 

impact of your philanthropy is to make sure you are addressing 

the root causes of the problem, filling gaps and remaining 

open to possible solutions.

2.2. Step 2 – Understand the root causes

One of the single most important things you can do to enhance 

the effectiveness of your philanthropy is to better understand 

the problem and ensure your efforts are directed towards the 

root causes of the problem rather than the symptoms. To do 

this, spend time exploring what causes the problem you want to 

address. Focusing on prevention of the problem, rather than a 

cure, is one of the most important ways to increase the impact 

of your philanthropy. 

Try to avoid assuming your own solution without having studied 

it carefully and learning from others. Many philanthropy proj-

ects have failed, often due to well-meaning donors using their 

own world view to impose a solution on a community or culture 

they don’t fully understand. This might be because of naivety 

or ego, or an eagerness to do good but no time to under-

stand what will really make a difference, what has succeeded 

or failed in the past or how the difference will be sustained. 

At best, this results in wasted philanthropic capital, at worst, 

it could do harm. There is no need to reinvent the wheel. You 

can learn much from what others already working in the space 

have chosen to do or not do. Going through the landscape 

analysis described in Step 4 will be very helpful. 

Understanding the root causes also helps you to narrow down or 

focus your interventions. For example, from an interest in educa-

tion, you can narrow down the age, geography and gender of 

the group you’d like to support, and focus on girls’ education in 

India. Or from the climate crisis, you could narrow your focus to 

reducing food waste within a particular food system.
Skills

Experience

Networks

Family
business

Financial
resources

Time

Passion

You, your family and your philanthropy are unique 

Example of a root cause problem analysis 

Food banks are being relied upon more and more by poorer families 

in affluent countries with well-developed social services. You may feel 

strongly about wanting to support food-insecure families. Food banks 

are a good solution, often delivered entirely by the local community 

and worthy of support. But why does the food bank exist, why are 

families in affluent countries finding themselves dependent on food 

banks and what can be done to change this? Is there a pattern to the 

need for free food? Is it seasonal, is it a trend, is it due to a rising cost of 

food? And if so, why are these things happening? Or is it to do with the 

cost of travel to the food, or lower incomes, and why? Is it caused by a 

change in government policy, such as a reduction in social service pay-

ments, or free school meals, or a minimum wage that doesn’t support 

living costs? Without understanding why growing numbers of families 

depend on food banks and addressing these root causes, you might 

find yourself needing to fund food banks indefinitely. At worst, rather 

than reducing the numbers of people unable to afford food, inequality 

would continue to grow despite the intervention and food banks would 

become an accepted norm that is continually funded by private capital. 

In the UK, for example, a campaign encouraging employers to pay 

a living wage rather than the minimum wage is in part an effort to 

ensure wages cover the basic cost of food in cities. Many food banks 

also provide support to families to break free of the cycle of poverty, 

so they don’t need to rely on free food in the future. 
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a) Tools to help your problem analysis

One tool that might help you analyze the root cause of 

the problem is a problem tree. This can provide an over-

view of all the known causes of an identified problem, with 

the root causes grouped together within the root system. 

For example, root causes may be related to cultural issues, 

economics or  policies. It is helpful to try and group similar root 

causes together in order to consider how they might best be 

addressed. Particular groups of causes can be tackled with 

complementary projects, vastly different root causes may 

be too much to address with one intervention, and one root 

cause that remains unaddressed might cause all other inter-

ventions to fail. 

This is particularly important in planning a community engage-

ment or behavioral change project. Understanding the root 

causes helps reveal the complexity of life as well as the intercon-

nections, and will help you decide how and where to intervene. 

Once you have drafted a problem analysis or tree, ask yourself 

why over and over again, and ask other people too. Ask the 

organizations you want to work with, ask other funders and 

if possible, ask the people who are impacted by the problem. 

Make sure the problem statement describes what really 

concerns you about the problem and that your statement is 

evidence based and accurate.

Depending on funding, time and relevance, you may not be 

able to tackle all the causes. However, if all the causes cannot 

be overcome by a project, or complementary projects, it is 

important to identify whether one of the causes is more influ-

ential than others in solving a problem. Considering that this 

will help you to identify gaps, narrow your focus towards 

something you feel a real affinity with and prioritize an area 

where you can achieve the greatest impact. 

Once you have a strong understanding of the root causes of 

your problem, you are better able to consider how or where 

to intervene, and you can do more research on what inter-

ventions already exist and what is working and what is not. 

You can also identify gaps and decide where you can make a 

measurable difference and whom you might want to partner 

with (see Step 4 on landscape analysis).
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b) Draft your problem statement 

Familiarize yourself with your issue area and try and refine 

your problem statement. Focus on an area of the problem 

where you believe you can create or support the most change. 

Also, be mindful of which intervention areas might be crucial 

for change. Taking the education example, if cultural resis-

tance to girls attending school is found to be a dominant 

factor but this is not tackled, it is likely to significantly limit 

impact no matter how effective you might be at improving the 

quality of the teaching. Try narrowing down your focus to a 

particular demographic, area and theme, and summarize the 

problem in one to two sentences. 

Once you have honed in on a problem you want to address, 

consider it from as many angles as possible, including who you 

will work with. The group you are supporting could include 

institutions, individuals, local leaders or others, and the people 

you intend to help, such as women, children, etc. You might 

want to consider objective factors, such as age, location, educa-

tion, personal histories as well as subjective factors, such as 

knowledge, attitudes and behaviors.

c) A tool to help you hypothesize solutions

A problem tree and your problem statement usually involve 

writing the problem in a negative form (e.g. lack of knowledge, 

lack of income, etc.). Reversing the problem by replacing nega-

tive statements with positive ones helps you consider the change 

you would like to see and the effects or outcomes that you hope 

to achieve if your philanthropic intervention is successful. These 

are framed as the desired outcomes and related opportunities. 

A solution tree is a tool that can help you hypothesize a range of 

projects or interventions that could help to solve your problem. 

Problem statement

Please think about your problem statement considering the 

questions below.

n Who is affected by the problem? 

n Can you identify who you intend to support?  

And an intended place?

n What are the consequences of the problem?

n Who is perpetuating the problem (institutions, policy, individuals, 

cultural norms, state or non-state organizations, etc.)? 

n What is standing in the way of change?

n Where are the opportunities to create change?

n Who else is trying to create change and what are the gaps?
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2.3. Step 3 – Understand the system 

Systems thinking is the process of understanding how things, 

regarded as systems, influence one another within a whole. 

It requires a shift in mindset, away from linear to circular. 

The fundamental principle of this shift is that everything is 

interconnected. An example of this in nature would be an 

ecosystem where various elements such as air, water, move-

ment, plants and animals work together to survive or perish. 

By thinking in systems, you can understand the balancing 

and reinforcing processes that cause behaviors to change. For 

example, you can better understand the processes that might 

cause the system to collapse or maintain its equilibrium. A 

systems approach encourages you to consider processes and 

behaviors as interrelated and dynamic, and understand the 

whole and the parts at the same time, along with the rela-

tionships and the connections that make up the dynamics of 

the whole. The goal is to help you best address the root cause 

of the problem, understand interconnectivity and choose the 

most sustainable interventions. 

Example of a problem statement

Adolescent girls from poor families in India are exponentially more likely 

to drop out of school than adolescent boys living in the same families 

and region. Once girls have dropped out of school, they are more likely 

to marry early, have children early and live in lower income households. 

The number of girls dropping out of school early has increased by 20% 

since the COVID-19 pandemic. Wholes

VS

VS

VS

VS

VS

VS

Parts

Linear Non-linear

Structures Processes

Hierarchies Networks

Objects Relationships

Analysis Synthesis

Tools of a system thinker

Medium. (2017, 7 September). Tools of a System Thinker.

“Making systems work is the great 
task of my generation of physicians 
and  scientists. But I would go further 
and say that making systems work 
– whether in healthcare, education, 
climate change, making a pathway out 
of poverty – is the great task of our 
generation as a whole.” 

Atul Gawande
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Thinking about systems encourages you to consider and under-

stand all the root causes of social and environmental  problems, 

which are often intractable and embedded in cause-and- effect 

complexity. Changing a system fundamentally alters the compo-

nents and structures that cause the system to behave in a 

certain way. Changing it permanently, for the better, can lead 

to sustainable social change. In Step 8 you will learn more about 

seeking systems change. 

As you look at your issue or problem, try to consider the 

nature of the system within which it occurs, and the processes, 

networks and relationships between individuals, groups and 

institutions. Also consider the community, policy and economic 

influences that affect your issue. 

Understand the system

Please write a paragraph about the system within which your 

problem exists using the questions below.

n What individuals, groups and institutions are affected by your 

problem, both positively and negatively? 

n What is the political system? What laws and policies impact 

your problem? 

n What are the economic or market forces that impact  

your problem?

n What social system, community or cultural norms are impacted 

by, or cause the problem? 

n Are you able to delineate this system in space and time? How 

big is this problem, and for the purposes of your philanthropic 

intervention, where does it begin and end? 

Additional reading 

New Philanthropy Capital. (2015, 23 June). 

Systems change: A guide to what it is and how to do it. 

Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors. (2020, 16 July). 

Seeing, Facilitating and Assessing Systems Change. 
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I believe in business as a force for good. In business school, I was taught that you 
are good if you make money, and lousy if you do not. We’ve convinced ourselves 
that material success is important, a norm that has been in place for decades. I am 
now seeing a shift in this thinking.

If we destroy nature and people to make a profit, then we 

create the problem we try to solve with philanthropy. The 

model we have built, based on complete domination of 

nature and people, is unsustainable. We need to be better 

at focusing on nature regeneration and societal purpose 

rather than money at all costs. Today we increasingly realize 

that nature is indispensable to life on earth and that we will 

not survive very long if a natural system is dysfunctional.

 

Going forward, we need innovative ways to explore how 

functional systems, in all their complexity, might work. 

Embracing complexity is good but requires trade-offs. We 

need to balance natural, social and human issues better. 

This is not just about the natural environment, it’s about 

the way we choose to work and live as a species. When 

relying on the domination of certain parts of society, we 

are creating imbalance.

 

Through the Luc Hoffmann Institute, I support innovative 

new business models for nature sustainability that address 

people’s broken relationship with nature. As a catalyst 

for innovation and transformative change, the institute 

convenes scientists, practitioners, policymakers and the 

broader public to explore the social and human aspects of 

nature conservation. This includes incubating  innovative 

sources of financing for nature and people to thrive 

together. This is important because the amount of money 

that philanthropy currently commits to the environment is 

not enough to solve this huge, systemic issue. That’s why 

we need innovative business models for nature regenera-

tion, which philanthropy can give wings to. 

André Hoffmann – Understanding root 
causes and complex systems
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In 2014, my husband and I bought four farms and the surrounding water to protect 
a lagoon in the Pantanal, Brazil, neighboring a UNESCO-protected region. It was 
scary, I felt I was taking on more than I could handle.

The population was very underprivileged – there was no 

law and no public services. I decided to hire a researcher, 

and together, we studied the landscape and the environ-

ment to assess how we could help. I only knew one person 

in the village at the outset, but they connected us to the 

rest of the community. Over the course of 14 months, we 

interviewed over 100 people. They said the most important 

thing we could do was not related to protecting the envi-

ronment but to invest in education, so we built a school  

for 60 children. 

We learned a lot from the interviews, and they shaped our 

project. Throughout the process, community members 

advised us on how to build and organize the school. We 

hired a second researcher to map the economic profile 

of community members. We found high illiteracy among 

teenagers and adults, so we started to provide literacy 

classes for both children and adults in their own homes –  

this created an opportunity to invite more children to 

attend school.

This process taught me not to make assumptions of 

needs, to break my approach down into steps and to 

found every action on research-based evidence and 

listening to  constituents. Through research, you develop 

relationships and trust and can create the conditions 

needed for successful collaboration. 

My advice to philanthropists is: do your research, please! It 

is the first step and it is so important. All the money you put 

into research will give you double, even triple back in impact. 

You have to listen to the community; it is an important sign 

of respect. You are not doing something to them but rather 

you are doing something together with them. 

Teresa Bracher – The importance 
of research and understanding your 
beneficiaries
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2.4. Step 4 – Landscape analysis 

Having identified the problem you want to address, the systems 

you need to be aware of and interact with, and what resources 

you have to solve the problem with, you can conduct a more 

detailed field scan, or situational analysis of the issue you want 

to tackle. This analysis moves you away from one-off inter-

ventions and grants, towards a wider program or portfolio of 

 activities, interventions and partnerships to achieve change. This 

will help you adopt a more sustainable and effective approach. 

You might only have a broad idea of where you want to work 

at the onset of your philanthropy. That is a good start, but you 

will find over time that the more specific and focused you can 

be, the more expert you become, the more achievable your 

philanthropy goals will be and the better you will be able to 

develop your theory of change (Step 5). 

a) Scanning the landscape

A field scan, or landscape analysis, helps you understand 

who else is addressing your issue and how, as well as what is 

already working and where the gaps are. It will stop you from 

 reinventing the wheel. Even with clarity on your philanthropic 

goals, you may find it difficult to choose which organizations to 

fund when a number of them seem to be doing similar work. 

You can find organizations by conducting a landscape analysis 

on the ground, researching grantees of credible foundations, 

asking knowledgeable people through extended networks or 

performing online research.

A landscape analysis will provide a strong foundation on which 

to build your philanthropy. If your time and capacity is limited, 

this can be done by a third-party expert. Some philanthropists 

spend at least a year conducting a field scan, and may make 

small grants, “splashing about in the shallows” during this time 

to pilot approaches and partnerships before making a bigger 

investment of time and resources. 

b) How to conduct due diligence on organizations

Organizational due diligence helps you assess the quality of 

the organizations that you want to fund. When looking at 

organizations to fund, or trying to decide between different 

organizations with similar missions, you might like to consider 

the following questions: 

Landscape analysis

Please think about your landscape analysis using the sample field 

scan questions below.

n What research already exists? What is the scale of the 

 problem? Where is the greatest need? 

n Where are philanthropic efforts from other funders currently 

concentrated within your focus area? How might you build on 

the efforts of other funders for greater impact? 

n Which strategies have succeeded or failed in the past? Are they 

sustainable? Can they be replicated?

n Which organizations are doing good work? What is their 

 theory of change, do they have evidence it works?

n What are the needs of the people you intend to support?  

Who can you speak with to understand the problem? Can you, 

or someone on your behalf, speak directly with them?

n What government policy influences this issue, and can you 

work to influence it with the expertise and resources you have 

available? Who is responsible for this policy?

n How are political, social and economic trends affecting your 

focus area? 

n Where are the gaps, where would your funding and expertise 

make the most difference?

n Who are proponents and skeptics of specific approaches? 

What is their reasoning? 

n Which organizations are competing with each other? Which 

are collaborating? Which organizations are potential partners?

Who do you want to speak to as part of your field scan, 

what questions will you ask?

“There’s a lot of complacency in philan-
thropy. People figure organizations are 
trying to do good, and that’s enough, 
even if the results aren’t there. But 
that’s wasteful and inefficient. It crowds 
out better programs.” 

Dustin Moskovitz
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 n Goals 

What does the organization aim to accomplish? Is this  realistic 

and addressing the root causes of a problem? Do their goals 

align well with your own philanthropic goals and values?

 n Strategies to achieve goals 

What are the organization’s strategies (its theory of change), 

for reaching its goals? 

 n Results: monitoring, learning and evaluation 

How does the organization know it’s making progress?  

Do they have data on their performance? Are they open 

with you about the lessons they have learned?

 n Leadership and capability 

What are its capabilities for implementing strategies? 

Consider the senior leadership, human resources and 

 transparency. What about governance – who is on their 

board? Can you work well together?

 n Legal, compliance and financials 

Is the organization in compliance with tax and other 

 regulations? And what is their financial situation, that is, 

how strong is their financial management?

 n Diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) 

Do they proactively engage the communities they intend to 

work with? Do they have a diverse staff and board? How 

well does the organization meet your DEI criteria? For more 

information, please visit Chapter 3.1.c). 

Additional reading 

GEO & La Piana Consulting. (2010, 25 November). 

Due Diligence Done Well. 

GrantCraft. (2012, 19 April). Scanning the Landscape 2.0. 

Tips on how to become an expert grantmaker

n Have a sense of the social or environmental goals that you wish to 

accomplish through your grants.

n Make grants in few enough areas so that you can learn about 

each. Move beyond funding one organization towards a portfolio 

of grants. 

n Make grants to organizations where you feel confident they 

can achieve their goals based on their leadership, track records, 

 strategies (theories of change), management and operations. 

n Ensure that the organizations you support have proactively 

engaged the communities they intend to serve, understand their 

needs and also engage them proactively in implementation, 

 management and ideally, governance. 

n Design your grant terms to achieve your and the grantee’s shared 

goals while respecting the organization’s autonomy. Your role as 

a funder is to be supportive and not directive. It is the people with 

lived experience and closest to the issues that are best placed to 

make improvements. 

n Make multi-year, unrestricted gifts for general operating support.

n When you grant for a particular program or project, include 

reasonable funds for overhead or administrative costs of at least 

10–15%. 

n Engage personally with organizations where it is useful for your 

due diligence and monitoring and for the organization. 

n Monitor each organization’s success in achieving goals, share your 

data and support them with learning. Invest generously in research, 

monitoring and evaluation, especially if you are piloting 

an approach.

n In general, minimize the burden of application and reporting 

 requirements as well as other restrictions and paperwork that  

do not help the grantee achieve your shared goals.

n Regularly ask for feedback from your grantees and build strong 

relationships founded on trust and respect. 

n When possible, offer support beyond the funding, for example, 

with additional expertise, and invest in the capacity building and 

leadership of the organization.

n Think about the proportionality of your grant, the length of your 

commitment and how you might exit in the future. 
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2.5. Step 5 – Theory of change 

Theories of change are a way to simplify often complex social 

or environmental change processes to help you achieve your 

vision. By mapping a process of change from beginning to 

end, a theory of change establishes a roadmap for the work 

ahead, ensures you have considered root causes of problems 

and anticipated likely outcomes, and helps you to better artic-

ulate what you, as a philanthropist, are hoping to achieve. By 

thinking about the broader process – from the initial action to 

the  ultimate impact – a theory of change helps clarify what your 

intentions are and how you are going to accomplish your goals. 

It also reveals what should be measured, when and how. 

A theory of change is used by many people in the social change 

sector to articulate what their goals are and how to achieve them 

in a feasible and strategic way. While the theory of change may 

be summarized in a couple of sentences or a diagram, some 

foundations invest considerable time in developing these, and 

they become central to the operational delivery and learning 

process. There is a plethora of questions to consider as you 

formulate your theory of change. 

a) Audience for a theory of change

Theories of change are for foundations, for grantees and for 

programs. Theories of change should be logical, and ideally, 

something you could explain in one or two sentences. There 

may, however, also be a detailed version for planning and 

measurement purposes (see the example from Girls Not 

Brides). Developing a theory of change may sound compli-

cated, but many philanthropists have found this process 

helps clarify and simplify understanding. It certainly helps you 

to measure your effectiveness and impact, and learn from 

successes and failures. It also enables clearer conversations 

with grantees, many of whom will have their own theories of 

change. The most important thing is to understand the logical 

flow from an activity you fund (an input) towards outcomes, 

and ultimately, impact. This will help your confidence about 

your funding leading to the change you hope for – your goal. 

And you will be more aware of any unintended consequences 

that result from your funding – both for good or for bad. 

As a philanthropist, the impact you seek in your theory of 

change may be higher level than the more detailed and 

different theory of change developed by the organizations you 

fund. It is important that you as a philanthropist understand 

how theories of change are developed, even if you choose to 

not fully develop one for your philanthropy. 

b) Developing a theory of change 

A theory of change starts with the change in the world you 

want to see and works backwards to lay out everything you 

think will need to happen to bring it about. It identifies the 

key players who will need to be involved, what each of those 

players will have to do and why they are likely to behave in the 

way you expect.

As you develop and implement your theory of change, you can 

get feedback from key stakeholders to assess whether you are 

achieving your goals and make course corrections as needed.

Goal
Describe what success

would be if you solve the
problem and achieve the

ultimate impact

E.g. improved education
for girls in x region

Outcomes
Describe changes that are
necessary to achieve the

ultimate impact 

E.g. teachers significantly
improve the quality of

their teaching 

Outputs
Describe the results

of implementing
the activities

E.g. x teachers trained

Activities
Describe the tasks that

need to be done

E.g. organize teacher
training workshop

Theory of change
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 n Define the goal 

Having identified your vision (Chapter 1.6.), the problem  

you want to address (Chapter 2.2.) and conducted a 

 landscape analysis (Chapter 2.4.), you should now have 

a strong sense of the impact you want to achieve – your 

impact goal – or what success would be if you solve the 

problem you are addressing. 

 

The impact of the work should be sustainable and have a 

long-term effect on the communities you intend to serve. 

The full vision of impact might not be realized during the 

course of your project; it could take months or even years 

until one starts to see change. Very importantly, it is not you 

that makes the impact – you simply facilitate it. Impact is 

created by the constituent group itself, for itself. Organiza-

tions just support this ultimate impact. 

 n Clarify outcomes 

While a project’s impact is achieved over a longer period of 

time, outcomes are more frequent and occur more quickly. 

Outcomes are the smaller, short-term changes that lead 

toward the ultimate impact. When setting outcome goals, 

you might want to think about actions and resources that 

will benefit your constituents, and how those smaller contri-

butions will achieve continuous change. 

 

A good way to start thinking about outcomes is by breaking 

the ultimate impact or goal down into categories. What kinds 

of changes will best help your constituents create impact for 

themselves? For example, think about ways you can help 

improve your constituents’ knowledge, skills, attitudes and/

or resources, and the ways in which these changes will ulti-

mately leverage the impact.

 n Define outputs 

Outputs are the specific results the project will generate. A 

good way to think about them is building from the activities 

and ensuring that outputs capture the results for each of 

these activities. The combined outputs should have a clear 

and logical link to the outcomes you established before. 

 n Plan activities 

This step is about outlining a tangible course of action – 

what needs to happen in order to deliver and achieve the 

expected outcomes. At this stage, you want to think about 

the key features of the activities: who will deliver them, how 

often, for how long and to whom?

 n Identify the change mechanisms 

Change mechanisms constitute the way(s) in which people 

ought to engage with the activities in order to achieve the 

project’s outcomes most effectively. You can think of mech-

anisms as the “ethos” of the project – what stakeholders 

should take away from it. In this context, a mechanism is a 

description of how you want the activities to be experienced  

by the stakeholders. You can also think of  mechanisms 

in terms of their quality, which relate to how you plan to 

deliver the activities. 

 n Consider sequencing and/or a theory of change diagram 

At this stage it is helpful to think about the order in which 

you pursue each step of the project. Sequencing the 

outcomes, outputs and activities is a great tool to ensure 

impact and prevent gaps in the theory of change. Sequencing 

invites you to think about the broad logical pattern of the 

project and at what point it is most effective to launch 

each of the activities. Start by reviewing the outcomes and 

 mechanisms and work your way back from the impact goals. 

 

In addition to sequencing, a theory of change diagram will 

help you visualize the bigger picture of your project. Think 

of this step as an opportunity to encapsulate your project in 

one page. Not only will a diagram help you identify gaps, 

make new connections and clarify your sequencing, it will 
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also help communicate the theory of change to stakeholders 

in a concise and accessible manner. 

 n Stakeholders and “enabling factors” 

At this point, you have essentially completed the theory 

of change. Now you want to consider how you are going 

to distribute it and who you need to influence in order to 

realize the change you seek. 

 n Understand your assumptions 

“Assumptions” constitute the conscious and subcon-

scious understandings that underpin your project. This is 

where you want to go back and reflect on what you might 

have “missed” while creating your theory of change. What 

assumptions have you made that might weaken your theory 

of change or make it unreliable? Think about assumptions 

both in terms of delivery and impact.

On the next page, you will find an example of the theory of 

change of an organization working to end child marriage, 

Girls Not Brides. It brings together a number of different 

 organizations and stakeholder groups who work together 

towards achieving the same vision.

Theory of change

Please develop your theory of change considering  

the questions below.

In terms of delivery
n What are your greatest concerns?

n Is your project delivery feasible? 

n Will it do what you intended it to do? 

n Will it reach the right people?

n Do you have the appropriate skills and resources to carry out 

the program?

In terms of impact
n What are your greatest concerns?

n What difference will your intervention make? 

n Do your outcomes correspond to your outputs and activities?

n Who will benefit from your program?

n Do you have the means to create sustained impact?

n Will you be able to evaluate the project after it is completed?

Other questions to consider
n What is at stake?

n What will happen if the intervention fails? Who will be most 

affected?

n Have the needs and perspectives of the stakeholders been 

thoroughly addressed?

Additional reading 

GrantCraft. (2006, 29 March). Using a Theory of Change to Guide 

Planning and Evaluation. 

New Philanthropy Capital. (2019, 9 October). 10 Steps to a Theory 

of Change. 

The Laudes Foundation. (2021, 16 March). Interactive Theory of 

Change. 
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Ending child marriage will require long-term, sustainable efforts. Change will ultimately take place within communities, but has 

to be supported and catalysed by collective efforts at national, regional and international levels. Adequate resources must be 

made available to support effective implementation of strategies. All those working to address child marriage should evaluate 

CATALYSING 

STRATEGY

Every year approximately 14 million girls are married as children across countries, cultures, religions and 

ethnicities. Child marriage is rooted in gender inequality and in the low value accorded to girls, and is exac-
PROBLEM

A world without child marriage where girls and women enjoy equal status with boys and men and are able 

to achieve their full potential in all aspects of their lives.
VISION

Girls can decide if, when, and whom to marryIMPACT

Girls at risk of 

child marriage 

participate more 

in decisions that 

affect them, in-

cluding regarding 

marriage

RESULTS

Girls at risk of 

child marriage 

benefit from 

improved 

educational 

and economic 

opportunities as 

alternatives to 

child marriage

Girls are better 

able to avoid 

early pregnancy 

and to refuse 

unwanted sex

Married girls are 

better protected 

from violence, 

exploitation or 

abuse

Married girls in-

creasingly access 

and use services 

and supports of 

all kinds

Married girls 

increasingly 

access divorce, 

annulment and 

child custody

STRATEGIES

OUTCOMES

GIRLS

n Girls are increasingly aware of their rights

n Girls have the opportunity to develop solidarity with 

one another through peer groups and collective action

n Alternative economic, social roles for girls and women 

exist and are valued

n Increased access of married and unmarried girls to 

health, education, economic, and legal support

EMPOWER GIRLS

A wide range of programmes invest in girls, their partici-

pation and their well-being

MOBILISE FAMILIES & COMMUNITIES

Families, communities and young people are engaged to 

change attitudes and behaviours related to child marriage

FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES

n Families, communities and young people are increas-

ingly aware of the harmful impact of child marriage 

and alternatives available

n Families, communities and young people value alterna-

tive options to child marriage

n Families and communities prefer not to marry girls as 

children

n Men prefer not to marry girls who are still children

n Increased use of media to inform and support norm 

change to end child marriage

Theory of change of Girls Not Brides; www.GirlsNotBrides.org 
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programmes, share promising practices, and coordinate their efforts to achieve maximum scale and impact. Recognising that child marriage does not 

take place in a vacuum, efforts to end child marriage should not be isolated from broader development efforts and should play an integral part in 

achieving development goals around the world.

erbated by poverty, insecurity and conflict. It denies girls their rights, choice and participation, and undermines numerous 

development priorities, hindering progress towards a more equal, healthy and prosperous world.

Married girls lead healthy, empowered lives

Community, 

traditional and 

religious leaders 

take greater ac-

tion to end child 

marriage and 

realise the rights 

of girls

Community, 

traditional and 

religious leaders 

increasingly sup-

port alternative 

roles for girls 

beyond marriage

Men and boys 

increasingly take 

action to end 

child marriage

Families engage 

less in exchange 

of dowry and 

bride price

Service provid-

ers take greater 

action to prevent 

child marriage 

and support the 

needs of married 

girls

Law enforcement 

officials increase 

implementation 

and enforcement 

of legal frame-

works to prevent 

child marriage 

and protect mar-

ried girls

Law enforcement 

officials increase 

use of civil reg-

istration systems 

for birth and 

marriage

PROVIDE SERVICES

Services across sectors reinforce one another and are tailored to the 

specific needs of girls at risk of child marriage and married girls

ESTABLISH AND IMPLEMENT LAWS & POLICIES

A robust legal and policy framework for preventing child marriage 

and supporting married girls is in place and effectively enforced

SERVICES

n Increased access to safe, quality formal and non-formal education 

for girls

n Increased access to health services for adolescent girls, married 

and unmarried

n Health and education services establish protocols on identifying 

the warning signs and addressing the risks of child marriage

n Improved economic security for girls

n Increased commitment of programmes to prevent and mitigate risk 

of child marriage

LAWS AND POLICIES

n National laws reflect international and regional human rights stan-

dards

n Robust legal framework against child marriage in place that sets 

18 as the minimum legal age for marriage and protects girls’ and 

women’s rights

n Governments develop supportive policy frameworks with 

adequate resourcing across Ministries to increase educational, 

economic and social opportunities for girls at risk of child marriage 

and married girls

n Strengthened civil registration systems for birth and marriage

n Increased accountability and monitoring of national / regional / 

community institutions
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2.6. Step 6 – Design and implement

2.6.1. Different approaches, or levers of change

There are many different ways philanthropists can seek to 

achieve social change, from the way you deploy your philan-

thropic capital (by grantmaking or impact investing), to the 

mechanisms of change that you choose to fund (different 

approaches or levers of change). This step helps you decide 

what you are going to do. 

When deciding on your intervention with an idea of how 

change happens, a particular approach, or lever of change, 

choose what you consider most likely to impact your problem 

(based on your problem analysis and field scan). Consider 

also those where you have some experience, can bring added 

value, or where you feel a particular affinity. These approaches 

are not mutually exclusive. You can select more than one 

approach, you can change your approach over time, and you 

can partner with other organizations and philanthropists with 

 c omplimentary approaches to maximize your impact. They 

provide options for philanthropists to influence change, yet 

change is rarely linear. 

a) Community-based solutions 

One approach to change that is traditionally used by philan-

thropists is community-based solutions, or approaches that are 

led by communities. They are bottom-up, and could involve, 

for example, grants to grass roots organizations or commu-

nity-led organizations directly delivering services or support 

to the community, or campaigning for change. These organi-

zations are often small, poorly resourced and sometimes run 

by volunteers. They understand the communities they work 

“To give away money is an easy matter 
and in any man’s power. But to decide 
to whom to give it and how large and 
when, and for what purpose and how, 
is neither in every man’s power nor an 
easy matter.”

Aristotle

Social and environmental change occurs in different ways Explore the philanthropic opportunity to leverage this change 

a) Information, data or research can shed new light on a problem.  Can you fund research, or raise awareness of your issue through smarter 
communication? 

b) Individuals, such as extraordinary leaders, activists or social entrepreneurs,
 achieve change. 

Can you identify, support and fund the leader you feel can drive change? 

c) Organizations achieve change. Which organizations can you support to best achieve the change you seek? 
What support can you give them long term to build their capacity for success?

d) Social movements create change – bottom up, for example, 
 rights demanded from duty bearers are sometimes disruptive.

Is there a social movement you can fund? What is the right strategy, for 
example, when is the right time to be disruptive? 

e) Collective impact takes place through multi-stakeholder collaboration. 
 

Who else is working on your issue? Are they working together? Can you pro-
vide funding to bring different stakeholders together to collaborate, achieve 
economies of scale and agree on aligned activities and shared outcomes?

f) Campaigns create change, and public awareness generates  
 demand for change.  

What campaigns are raising awareness of your issue? Who are they target-
ing? Are they campaigning for a policy change, or a behavior change, and 
what could you do to support this to be more effective?

g) The market innovates change, business creates change, financial markets
 shift change, e.g. impact investing.  

What market forces are at play? Can you identify a social entrepreneur or 
social innovation to support, to pilot or to scale change? What impact might 
a change in corporate policy have on your issue?

h) Elites create change – top-down change takes place.  Can you influence business or political leaders to bring about change? How 
can you use your networks and your influence to support your issue?

i) New governments bring about change.  
 
 

Are you able to support political activists or grassroots campaigners to 
influence political outcomes on an issue you care about? Do the communities 
impacted by your issue make their voice heard, are they organized, and do 
they enjoy their rights?

j) New laws or changes in policy change behaviors of 
 individuals or industries.  

What policy change could most influence your issue? Can you bring this 
about? And once secured, is the law adhered to and budgeted for?
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with better than anyone else, and are key to understanding, 

reaching and supporting people who are discriminated against, 

vulnerable and/or marginalized. 

Many philanthropists support community-based activities, 

and community-based organizations rely on the generosity of 

private donors around the world. Over time, philanthropists 

should try to consider what they can do to ensure sustainability 

and scaling of the most effective community-based initiatives 

in order to achieve change for not just hundreds of people, but 

for thousands and millions. For this reason, you might consider 

supporting community-based organizations in becoming more 

sustainable by developing their capacity and leadership skills, 

linking them into other programs and networks and opening 

doors for them with decision makers. Keep focused on the root 

causes of the problem and address other parts of the system 

reinforcing the problem. Try to make sure that individual orga-

nizations do not become dependent on your support, and that 

you are transparent with them about the length of your support 

and the time and nature of your “exit”.

The reach of a community-based organization is, by its nature, 

likely to be small. And without additional support from the 

market or a government sustaining its change, it will probably 

be difficult for such an organization to achieve scale. Philan-

thropic capital can support this by encouraging collaboration, 

capacity building and being mindful of power dynamics. In the 

best community philanthropy models, all players are equal, 

with each contributing their resources and aligning outcomes. 

Funders bring the financial resources, and communities and 

movements mobilize people to bring tangible change.

b) Place-based solutions 

Another approach that is gaining traction among philanthro-

pists and incorporates some elements of the  community-based 

approaches mentioned previously is “place-based  solutions”. 

This describes an approach where philanthropy targets a 

specific location such as a neighborhood, village, city or 

geographic area and mobilizes resources to have an overall 

transformative impact. It requires, as do community-based 

approaches, listening and partnering with the local community 

and fostering strong relationships with the local organizations 

and institutions. What differentiates place-based solutions is 

the strong commitment and connection to that specific place 

that the philanthropist generally has. 

Placed-based solutions usually focus on systems change, simul-

taneously addressing, for example, poverty alleviation through 

various areas such as education, health and economic oppor-

tunities. It considers essentially anything that can help that 

community develop rather than having a narrow focus on a 

specific theme, for example, only education for children. Place-

based solutions also tend to be long-term, and the connection 

the philanthropist has to the specific place helps them to gain 

the trust of the local community. Another feature of place-

based solutions is that they can sometimes be more innovative 

and experimental, as the funders are both willing to take risks 

and patient about seeing results. Successful results can some-

times be re-created in other places, with sufficient consider-

ation and adaptation to each place’s unique context. 

Additional reading 

GrantCraft. (2018, 16 April). How Community Philanthropy Shifts 

Power. 

IDEO. (2015, 30 June). The Human Centered Design Toolkit. 
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Filipe Sabará – Working closely 
with communities

I was exposed to the realities of many different populations from a young age,  
as my parents always made a point to get to know the local communities wherever 
we travelled. 

My heart was with the people – especially those who 

were homeless, living in the slums or in favelas, and with 

whom I started working as a teen. I noticed early on that 

the problems they face are very complex, and that you can 

only truly understand these by being on the ground and 

interacting with the communities themselves. 

Today I run programs addressing what I believe are the 

basics to “living”, namely food, water, waste management 

and energy. I do this through ARCAH – Association to the 

Rescue of Citizenship through Affection Towards Humanity. 

We also provide employment through organic farms. To 

date we have employed 3000 people, electrified favelas and 

ensured sustainable waste management and water supplies. 

This would never have been possible if we didn’t work in 

partnership with the communities. 

Our strategy when entering a community is to go from the 

bottom up. These can be dangerous communities to work 

in, run by gangs and unofficial leaders, many with drug 

addictions. When we start an intervention, we often engage 

with the mothers, as they are the first ones to appreciate 

the programs that we bring their children. Through them, 

we start understanding the dynamics within the community: 

who are the official leaders and who are the “real” leaders. 

Once we have understood the community dynamics, 

we develop our programs. The leaders speak the same 

language and understand their people. It is only together 

with them that we can be successful. 

I always say that the “Rescue of Citizenship”, part of 

the acronym ARCAH also applies to those people – my 

peers – who acquire different perspectives and become 

better philanthropists once they “live” the reality of the 

 communities they aim to serve philanthropically.
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I always knew that arts education could transform an individual’s life. 

Due to my personal experiences, including my childhood in 

Latin America, studies in Cape Town and Europe, and career 

in business, arts administration, hospitality and music, I was 

passionate about the idea of doing this at scale for greater 

impact – focusing on a territory, helping a city and a region 

to develop in a more creative and vibrant way. 

In the early 2000s, I decided to lead the visionary project 

once dreamed of by my father Friedrich-Wilhelm Schiess: 

building Teatro del Lago on the pristine shores of Lake 

Llanquihue in Frutillar, in Northern Patagonia, Chile. We 

didn´t just want to build a state-of-the-art opera house,  

we committed to an educational mission. Today, in addi-

tion to the 250 000 visitors a year, the school and commu-

nity programs, the arts school, and the academies and 

masterclasses in arts and music are attracting around 

15 000 participants annually from Latin America and the 

rest of the world.

I also founded an elementary school, Kopernikus, which 

fosters creativity and soft skills through innovative method-

ologies. In eight years, it has attracted families from Chile 

and beyond who want to raise their kids in a magical town. 

The associated Kopernikus Lab disseminates these proven 

methodologies in English and Spanish to other public and 

private education systems throughout Latin America. 

In the meantime, Frutillar was nominated a Creative 

City of Music by UNESCO. Thanks to Frutillar, the 

entire surrounding area has become vibrant, attracting 

great talents and entrepreneurs lured by the beauty 

and outstanding opportunities in the region. Other 

 foundations, institutions and companies are beginning 

to support this development in a sustainable way, and  

we are hoping it can serve as a model for other regions. 

And it all started with a passion for music and the arts.

Nicola Schiess – Transforming a region 
through arts and education
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c) Policy-based approaches to change

Another approach, or lever of change, is policy-based 

 solutions, which in the non-profit sector is sometimes  

referred to as advocacy. By changing a government or a 

 company’s policy, thousands or millions of lives can be 

changed. Over time, many philanthropists incorporate 

 policy-based approaches because they want to increase  

or scale their impact more quickly, to more people. 

There are many different approaches and ways to influence 

policy, and they often need to happen together, or be care-

fully sequenced, to achieve change. For example: 

 n Raising awareness of rights among disadvantaged groups

 n Building capacity of communities to come together, and 

form alliances

 n Supporting communities to hold their governments to 

account and demand their rights

 n Raising awareness of an issue through storytelling, 

 documentary film, investigative journalism and changing 

the narrative

 n Collecting data to influence governments

 n Working closely with governments (at the national  

and local level) or companies to support them in making 

policy changes

 n Ensuring policy changes are adhered to, budgeted for and 

put into practice

 n Building capacity of “duty bearers”, such as police/the 

 judiciary to work with “rights-holders” and to implement 

policy effectively 

If you want to influence policy, the following are important 

factors to consider: 

 n Be focused 

The more specific, tangible and measurable the policy 

outcomes that you want to achieve, the more likely you are 

to succeed. Be realistic and strategic and consider timing 

and sequencing. Be open to “tipping points”, in other 

words, when the time is suddenly right to influence policy. 

This may be media-driven or due to a change in govern-

ment or public opinion. You may also feel a need to inter-

vene to prevent the loss of hard-won rights, for example, 

women’s reproductive rights, as political tides bring change. 

There are likely to be many different stakeholders working 

to change policy with different conceptual frameworks. 

Philanthropists can play an important role in bringing these 

different stakeholders together, fostering collaboration, 

building movements, supporting compromise, and focusing 

strategy and alignment. 

 n  Evidence-based research 

To influence policy, you need evidence that an alternative 

intervention will be better, less harmful or cheaper. If this 

data doesn’t exist, fund research to collect it, fill gaps and/

or align existing data so that it supports your case. Use data 

for governments, and stories for everyone else. 

 n  Have a clear theory of change (Chapter 2.5.) 

Once you have clear data and a proposed policy 

 intervention, test the latter rigorously with a policy analyst. 

Is the change costed, feasible, publicly acceptable and likely 

to be effective? Does it have public support? 

 n Change the narrative 

In many ways, policymaking is about the stories that different 

stakeholders tell each other, and not just what politicians 

tell the public. These narratives simplify complexity,  resonate 

with people’s understanding, values and view of the world, 

and motivate them to be interested and support a change in 

policy. Sometimes a wider narrative may have been driven 

over many years, by a political viewpoint or the press for 

example, and is entrenched and needs to be addressed. 

Funding investigative journalism, documentary filmmaking 

and storytelling to highlight issues, expose harmful policy and 

change narratives has become a new and effective tool for 

philanthropists over the last decade. 

 n  Consider both sticks and carrots 

The best policy influencing works carefully and closely with 

policy makers, seeking allies and helping them to resolve 

problems and deliver better results. Being a shareholder 

gives people the power to change corporate policy, and this 

can be used to great effect. 

 n  Be patient 

Policy change isn’t simple or quick, and key decision makers 

in government change regularly. It can take years, decades 

even, and sometimes it can fail. But when it does happen it 

can be unexpected and transformational. 
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Deeply touched by the disadvantage girls in India face, and recognizing  
their catalytic role in ending intergenerational poverty, we have spent a  
decade bringing their issues to the global agenda.

Our first step was to research and map the field in order 

to get clarity on how we could have an impact on such a 

complex problem. We knew we would be stronger with 

a local partner who could be a cultural interpreter and 

bring skills we did not possess. In 2010, we partnered with 

Mumbai-based Dasra, who came highly  recommended. 

Dasra is an enabler that sits between funders and non- 

profits, and offers research and advice in the social sector. 

Together we established two goals: to scale the impact 

of initiatives that improved the lives of adolescent girls in 

India, and to increase knowledge and funding in the sector 

locally and globally. 

USAID joined us in 2013, matching up to USD 14 million 

of funding. In five years with Dasra, we reached 3.5 million 

girls aged ten to 19 by building capacity in 198 social orga-

nizations and raising USD 28 million from 145 local and 

international philanthropists. 

In 2017, the focus narrowed to drive greater collabora-

tion and scalable impact to ensure adolescents became 

healthy, educated and empowered to make positive life 

choices. Mobilizing a community of practice of over 280 

social organizations, Dasra piloted adolescent program-

ming, built relationships with central and state govern-

ments, and campaigned to change the perception of girls’ 

societal value. With the support of USAID and many other 

funders, a further USD 35 million was raised, cooperation 

with the sector was strengthened and adolescents’ issues 

were clearly brought to the national agenda.

Our success has come from finding and investing in strong 

partners, having clear outcomes and creating a  multiplier 

for change. Social problems are difficult to solve – our 

advice is to drive cost-effective, demonstrable impact that 

continues after you exit.

Lynne and Peter Smitham – 
Influencing policy and building 
the field
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d) Public sector-based approaches to change 

Another approach, or lever of change, is public sector-based 

solutions, which focus on government adoption of an initia-

tive, program or methodology. Government adoption can in 

many cases be the surest way of reaching significant scale 

at the state or country level. There are many approaches for 

influencing government adoption, but supporting government 

adoption is highly context-specific.

If you want to support government adoption, you may wish 

to observe some of the factors mentioned under  policy-based 

approaches to change, but in addition also:

 n Look for a keen understanding of the local political economy 

Support organizations that have established strong relation-

ships in the local context and understand how power and 

incentives work among the key actors in the chosen system. 

They must be able to build a coalition that has sufficient 

political will, is tech savvy and able to navigate and over-

come barriers. 

 n Support engagement with government from the start 

For most development challenges, government has a role to 

play. It is wishful thinking that the evidence of the impact and 

cost-effectiveness of your supported initiative, program or 

methodology will be sufficient to convince the government 

to adopt it. Government must be involved in a constructive 

manner from the start. 

 n Support cross-sector coalitions 

Support the building of common ground among key actors 

and the formation of cross-sector coalitions not only with 

non-profits, but also with government, civil society, business 

and academia, among others. 

 n Support adoption at scale 

Rather than scaling up, see if the organizations you support 

can look for leverage points to change the behaviors of the 

public agencies that already have large scale. This is facili-

tated by their keen understanding of the political economy 

and having worked to establish cross-sector coalitions that 

include the government from the start. 

 n Elevate the voice of lived experience in shaping solutions 

Ensure that organizations you engage with have represen-

tation from those with lived experience of the issues. And 

that they listen deeply to the communities in which they 

work, empowering others rather than imposing their own 

perspectives on solutions. See Chapter 3.1. on frames for 

your philanthropy, especially “Diversity, equity and  inclusion” 

(paragraph c) and adopting a rights-based approach 

(paragraph b), as well as Chapter 2.6.1 (paragraph a) on 

 community-based solutions.

Influencing government adoption is not simple or failproof. It 

usually takes many years and much flexibility in experimenting 

with different approaches in an overall context of supporting 

systems change (Chapter 2.8.). But when it happens, it can be 

truly transformative and sustainable. 
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By working closely with the government of Tanzania, Bloomberg Philanthropies  
and local implementing partners, Fondation H&B Ågerup, which I co-founded,  
was part of a program that decentralized high-quality obstetric and reproductive 
health services. 

This approach made them more accessible to women in 

some of the most remote parts of Tanzania. The project 

had showed that birth companionship had more positive 

outcomes for women than in comparison sites. 

Following this initial program, where the foundation had 

built such strong local participation and collaboration, we 

initiated a pilot project to introduce birth companionship 

to government health facilities in the same regions of rural 

Tanzania. The project aimed to support the local govern-

ment’s commitment to improve maternal health care by 

 allocating birth companionship services, which studies show 

further improve maternal and newborn health outcomes. 

After the successful pilot at selected sites, the foundation 

expanded and replicated the program to cover a larger 

area in Tanzania. A participatory approach was used to 

design the project, true to the foundation’s philosophy. 

It was vital to introduce birth companionship in a way 

that met the needs and concerns of women and health 

providers, while strengthening the relationships between 

communities and government health systems. Health 

providers, community members and government officials 

joined the project in the design phase and in developing  

a code of good practice.

In addition to conducting focus group discussions and 

in-depth interviews with women, birth companions and 

health providers at key points during implementation, 

we invested in community engagement activities. These 

included a mass media campaign featuring radio ads and 

interpersonal communication. 

The overall key outcomes of the project included a stag-

gering 734% increase in the institutional delivery rate and  

a 43% decline in the maternal mortality rate. 

The successful transition of full oversight back to the govern-

ment in 2019 was, and remains, especially significant. This 

ensured continued scaling and sustainability, and decreased 

the need for further philanthropic funding.

Helen Ågerup – Scaling impact 
through government adoption
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e) Behavior change 

Behavior change is a key way in which change occurs, and it can 

also be helpful in reaching significant scale. Behavior change 

is usually a component of many of the other approaches to 

change described in this Guide. But given the inherent diffi-

culties to promote it, we wanted to expand on this topic a bit 

more. You can reach significant scale through people replicating 

behavior change that works. For example, girls staying in school 

longer can influence other girls who copy this behavior, as 

well as their parents and community leaders. You can train the 

trainer, for example community health workers or agricultural 

 extension workers, and cause a ripple effect across communi-

ties and regions. Yet changing attitudes and behaviors remains 

elusive in many philanthropically supported initiatives. Three key 

 considerations when promoting behavior change are:

 n Imposing a point of view rarely works 

It is much better to support people to want to change their 

behavior rather than imposing a pre-conceived point of view.

 n Incorporating lived experience is essential 

Co-designing the approach with the people closest to the 

issues is paramount to having an impact. 

 n Promoting behavior change is usually not done in isolation 

To achieve behavior change, it is necessary to work with 

multiple stakeholders and have a deep understanding of  

the context and social norms in a particular society. That is 

why it is usually a component of other approaches or levers 

for change. 

f) Market-based solutions 

Market-based solutions connect the environmental and social 

missions with financial incentives, and borrow instruments 

used in financial markets. Sometimes called impact investing 

or social finance, this approach achieves change by generating 

both a social and financial return. 

Over the last ten years, there has been a dramatic rise in social 

finance (the funding of social entrepreneurs with or sometimes 

without for-profit returns and a very clear social return), as well 

as impact investing. The latter is powered by investors who 

want to generate social and/or environmental impact  alongside 

financial returns. Social finance can take many forms, from 

below-market equity investments and loans to investments 

intended to create social value while achieving risk-adjusted 

market returns or better. It can be used to support organiza-

tions at various stages, from R&D and start-ups to growing and 

mature enterprises.

It is also important to note that even the best market-based 

solutions with the capacity to be commercially viable sometimes 

initially need philanthropic grant capital to grow and develop to 

the stage where they can raise commercial capital. 

“Neither the individual nor the race 
is improved by almsgiving. The best 
means of benefiting the community 
is to place within its reach the ladders 
upon which the aspiring can rise.”

Andrew Carnegie
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Owning one of the largest privately held companies in Norway, I am proud to say 
that incorporating my family’s philanthropy as a separate business unit has had many 
different positive ripple effects on our business. First and foremost, however, it has 
allowed us to “give” in a variety of ways, including testing new approaches. 

Within our business structure, we have widened the scope 

of traditional grant giving and are now seeking impact by 

being very pragmatic about the approaches we use. As 

we are not bound by the regulations often surrounding a 

charitable foundation, we choose the approach we deem 

the best fit for attaining sustainable lasting change for the 

causes we engage with. This could be through grants, but 

also soft loans, convertible loans, guarantees, social bonds 

(or effect-contracts as we like to call them) and of course, 

equity. We have now even added social impact funds that 

we intend to learn from and co-invest with, also outside 

the Nordics.

We support social entrepreneurs who have an  innovative 

solution to societal challenges and are clearly driven by 

social returns, but with a solid financial model allowing  

for scale. We first provide rigorous due diligence; with  

the same vigor we apply to our business. In fact, we offer 

the expertise and advice of a broad range of employees 

from across our company throughout these  engagements. 

When the due diligence has been completed, we deter-

mine whether a three-year contract, with clearly defined 

milestones, is granted. A multi-year commitment is impor-

tant to us, as is surrounding the social entrepreneurs with 

a team to support them. 

We like to be involved in a venture early on. Even though  

we focus on social enterprises, we do not invest private 

equity from the start, as we don’t want to go into our 

commitments with a pure return lens. Since initiation,  

we have scaled 24 organizations, and only three were 

crash-and-burns.

Johan H. Andresen –  
Different ways to give
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Although my family has strong values when it comes to sustainability in  
the context of operating the family business, our private wealth is managed  
by everyone separately and so is the degree of “sustainability” in our assets.

I always knew I wanted to do something for the planet. 

An inspirational professor encouraged me to pursue an MSc 

in Environmental Sciences. But I was also curious about 

investing. I thought that investments would enable me to 

have an impact. And if you study environmental sciences, 

you don’t end up with a clear profession like a lawyer, so I 

decided to make impact investing my profession.

The first few years were a learning curve for us at Impact 

Finance. We learned the hard way how to narrow down our 

focus and geographic area. After biting the bullet of losses, 

we divided our fund to cater to two different investment 

appetites – one with a higher return potential which, in 

times of losses, could guarantee for the second tranche.

I’m heavily invested in our fund, as are my family and friends, 

so we take stock and learn lessons that can help us be 

successful in the future. For instance, we now never invest 

just to solve a problem, nor do we finance a company with 

long-term loans when it has short-term needs, or vice versa. 

Our portfolio companies should never have unclear  financial 

information, or a rating lower than B for the financial 

section of our internal risk assessment.

We are always there with our boots on the ground and 

follow our companies every step of the way. We know their 

value chains and the entrepreneurs personally. We never 

invest in a “cowboy” entrepreneur – someone who follows 

too many ideas and can’t stick to one project, leading to 

never-ending cycles of investments and dispersion. 

We also  realized that we need to ensure entrepreneurs 

own their assets and have prior experience in their area of 

business. Our list of learnings is long, but we truly believe 

this also makes for our strength today. 

Benjamin Firmenich – My 
learning from impact investing 
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Examples of financing instruments for social businesses1

Grants are a traditional form of financing in the social sector that 

are provided by foundations or individuals and continue to be an 

 important funding source for social enterprises. 

Equity capital is the financing instrument with the highest risk for 

the investor. The social investor gives the social enterprise a  certain 

sum in exchange for a share of the company (e.g. 10% of total share-

holdings). The social investor receives no regular annual payment but a 

share of the profits generated by the social enterprise. Besides a share 

of future profits, the social investor has certain control and voting 

rights. Control and voting rights depend upon the legal form of the 

enterprise and are usually structured in the contract between investor 

and investee. 

Debt capital can be used for long-term investments or project  

financing that promises stable and predictable cash flows over the next 

years. The stable and predictable cash flows are necessary as the debt 

capital providers receive an annual interest payment. Debt capital is 

provided on a temporary basis and requires repayment after a few 

years. Normally, the loans are provided for five to seven years.

Mezzanine capital combines elements of debt and equity capital 

and represents a convenient financing alternative if pure equity or 

debt capital is not applicable. The interest payment can be linked to 

the profits of the company, whereas the total amount is repaid after 

a certain time period or converted into equity capital. The structuring 

flexibility makes mezzanine capital an attractive option for social 

entrepreneurs as well as social investors. 

Hybrid capital contains elements of grants, equity and debt capital. 

The grant character can be explained through the fact that there are 

no interest costs, and, in certain pre-agreed scenarios, the financing 

instrument is converted into a grant. Financing instruments with hybrid 

capital character include recoverable grants, forgivable loans, convertible 

grants and revenue share agreements, described below. 

n A recoverable grant is a loan that must be paid back only if the 

project reaches certain previously defined milestones. If the mile-

stones are not reached, the recoverable grant is converted into a 

grant. This mechanism can be used if success of the project enables 

the social enterprise to repay the loan to the social investor. 

n A forgivable loan is a loan which is converted into a grant in the 

case of success. If the social enterprise reaches the goals agreed on 

beforehand by the investor and investee, the loan does not have to 

be repaid.

n A convertible grant is another financing instrument with hybrid 

capital character. The social investor provides the enterprise with  

a grant that is converted into equity in the case of success. 

n Revenue share agreements are financing instruments with which 

the investor finances a project and receives a share of future reve-

nues. This risk-sharing model can be used for the repayment of the 

financing and gives the social enterprise financial flexibility.

What are impact investments?2

The Global Impact Investing Network defines impact investments as 

investments made with the intention to generate positive, measurable 

social and environmental impact alongside a financial return. There 

are four key elements: 

n Intentionality 

Impact investments intentionally contribute to social and 

 environmental solutions. This differentiates them from other 

 strategies such as ESG investing, Responsible Investing, and 

 screening strategies. 

n Financial returns 

Impact investments seek a financial return on capital that can 

range from below market rate to risk-adjusted market rate. This 

distinguishes them from philanthropy. 

n Range of asset classes 

Impact investments can be made across asset classes. 

n Impact measurement 

A hallmark of impact investing is the commitment of the investor 

to measure and report the social and environmental performance 

of underlying investments. 

1 Technical University Munich & Schwab Foundation. (2011, 2 September). 
Social Investment Manual: An Introduction for Social Entrepreneurs. Re-
trieved from https://www.fi-compass.eu/sites/default/files/publications/
SocialInvestmentManual.pdf

2 Global Impact Investing Network. (2019, 2 April). Core Characteristics of 
Impact Investing. Retrieved from https://thegiin.org/characteristics
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Having worked alongside the public sector for a long time, I understand innovation 
and new evidence-based social interventions can be hard for the public sector to 
achieve via traditional procurement models. But these social innovations exist. 

I see a demand for increased social innovation and 

 sustainability within several welfare areas, such as health, 

education and integration. Social sustainability is difficult 

to measure, but absolutely crucial for a functioning society. 

This is why I initiated Scandinavia’s first social impact bond 

(SIB) to improve the situation facing children placed in local 

authority care. The SIB is a structure that fosters collabo-

ration between the non-profit, public and private sectors. 

Investors fund a specific social intervention, implemented 

by a non-profit actor. The parties agree who will run the 

various parts of the operation. The process for collabo-

ration and evaluating economic and social outcomes is 

enshrined in contracts. If the investment achieves the 

intended results and exceeds the agreed thresholds for 

economic and social outcomes, the investors will see 

returns as well as a potential premium on the capital 

investment. A big benefit of the SIB is the role it plays in 

alleviating pressure from the public sector and taxpayers’ 

money in testing and implementing innovation. 

Every SIB starts with establishing a strong partnership with 

a public sector actor who co-designs desired outcomes. 

In my opinion, SIBs are one of the more efficient ways to 

create sustainable results and impact – at scale. I see them 

as a much-needed mechanism for cooperation between 

investors, philanthropists, non-profit organizations and 

foundations on all levels – allowing for different types 

of actors, with different risk appetites, to participate in 

driving impact. 

Our long-term goal is to catalyze innovation for sustained 

impact, and to pave the way for bigger institutional capital 

in the impact bond space, hoping to achieve better social 

outcomes across multiple issue areas.

Laurent Leksell – Social innovation and 
social impact bonds
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Philanthropists can integrate market-based solutions into 

their more traditional grantmaking philanthropic portfolios 

in several ways. You can actively fund social enterprises and 

social  entrepreneurial leaders to innovate, or you can support 

the replication and scaling of social and environmental change, 

whether directly or indirectly, through networks and specialist 

impact funds. Depending on your attitude to risk, you can align 

your financial investments with your social and environmental 

values, and you can invest to improve the social and environ-

mental behaviors of your investee companies (Chapter 4.4.).

There is also significant philanthropic focus on shaping the 

social finance ecosystem, for example, by encouraging finan-

cial institutions, many of which are bringing new products for 

enhanced social impact to this sector, to better  understand, 

support and measure social return; supporting networks that 

facilitate deal flow and educate investors to understand 

measurements; and aligning investment portfolios with phil-

anthropic values through climate and gender-lens investing 

(Chapter 4.4.). 

Blended finance options also exist, whereby grants are given 

alongside loans to build organizational capacity and human 

capital and there are innovative social finance mechanisms 

such as social impact bonds – a contract where the public 

sector pays for better social outcomes, and passes on part 

of the savings achieved to investors. 

While market-based approaches can be seen as a solution to 

many social and environmental issues, impact investing can 

rarely be considered a solution for securing better human 

rights, for example. For such outcomes, philanthropists need  

to consider policy-based solutions, encouraging government  

or corporate policy and regulation to become more inclusive. 

Additional reading 

GIIN. (n.d.). Impact Investing Guide, A Guide to this Dynamic 

Market. 

Nesta. (2015, 30 June). Investing in Innovative Social Ventures, A 

Practice Guide. 

Omidyar Network. (2021, 25 February). Frontier Capital – Early 

Stage Investments for Financial Returns and Social Impact in 

Emerging Markets. 

Omidyar Network. (2018, 25 July). Build an Impact Investing Team. 
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g) Capacity building 

Evidence shows investment in organizational capacity produces 

positive, long-term financial results for grantees or investees, 

regardless of the type of capacity-building grants provided. 

Non-profits and social enterprises may be reluctant to share 

information about their capacity-building needs with funders 

because they’re not sure whether such sharing will have reper-

cussions on future funding decisions. Try to work to solve 

problems together and build trust. As a result, partnerships 

will strengthen and you will be able to better support your 

grantees and investees with the things they need. 

There isn’t one solution to capacity building, but some exam-

ples include: technical skills training; provision of mentoring 

and coaching for specific skill sets such as marketing; fund-

raising and communications support; grants for research or 

monitoring and evaluation; and creation of evidence that 

something works.

Consider four elements for effective capacity building:

 n  Co-create solutions with stakeholders

 n  Commit for the long-term

 n  Strengthen the ecosystem by encouraging  

and funding collaboration

 n  Take risks and fund activities that other funders cannot 

Philanthropists can support the development of human capital 

by investing in leadership. Non-profit leaders rarely have access 

to the same training and development (or salaried benefits) of 

their peers in the for-profit sector. Supporting leaders and lead-

ership growth, whether through grants or mentoring, is an 

important way in which philanthropists can contribute to the 

issues they care about. 

Funders should endeavor to support their grantees’ capacity 

to continuously improve. Social impact organizations need to 

experiment, measure and adapt as circumstances change over 

time, and philanthropists need to invest in creating the space 

and infrastructure for grantees to learn, adjust and, at times, 

also fail. Entrepreneurs recognize this as pivoting.

Additional reading 

Co-Impact (2021, July). Organizational Strengthening Guidebook. 

Light, P. (2004) Sustaining Nonprofit Performance: The Case 

for Capacity Building and the Evidence to Support It, Brookings 

Institution Press.

LGT Venture Philanthropy. What we do – our approach to sup-

porting partners (www.lgtvp.com)
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At LGT Venture Philanthropy (LGT VP), 
we provide long-term patient capital to 
support organizations in realizing their 
missions. In order for our support to be 
effective, we need to develop a thorough 
understanding of these organizations. 

Consequently, we implement a rigorous due diligence 

process based on proven investment and management 

principles, much like a private equity investor would do. 

We take months to vet an organization and gather detailed 

information on strategy, finances, growth plans, risks, the 

team, etc. While the chief aim of due diligence is to know 

the organization inside and out, the essential element of 

trust between the parties grows in the process.  

We take capacity building seriously because ultimately, it is 

people who make or break an organization. Philanthropic 

funders with a medium-to-long investment horizon are 

best suited to fulfil this role. We offer capacity-building 

support on various levels: we fund and help recruit strate-

gically important hires or fill temporary talent gaps through 

a fellowship program. We collaborate to refine strategies, 

identify weaknesses, and develop solutions. We regularly 

bring in local partners to provide on-the-ground training, 

workshops, assessments and ongoing support with moni-

toring and evaluation, finance or communications.

In our due diligence and investment management, we work 

with a capabilities assessment tool that ranks an organiza-

tion’s capacity across key areas, including mission delivery, 

strategy, development, leadership, systems, infrastructure 

and processes. We perform initial evaluations and reassess 

regularly thereafter to make sure our engagement leads 

to the desired improvements. For impact measurement, we 

apply best-practice frameworks and tools from “The Impact 

Management Project” and verify the impact created. 

For those looking to extend philanthropic growth capital 

to scale organizations, I would advise that you build your 

support around the needs of the organization, be patient 

and take a long-term perspective. We are partners and 

enablers. Every good partnership begins with listening  

and building trust.

Oliver Karius – How LGT Venture 
Philanthropy builds organizational 
and human capacity 
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2.6.2. Operationalize your strategic plan 

a) Organizational design and strategic planning

Once you have developed your philanthropy strategy, you will 

need to consider how to deploy your philanthropic capital. 

Many philanthropists make grants through Donor Advised Funds 

(Chapter 1.7.b), with little need for staff capacity. Others may 

want to be more hands-on and set up a charitable trust or foun-

dation (Chapter 1.7.a) and hire staff to manage grantmaking or 

conduct research and monitor and evaluate impact.

If you find yourself spending too much time on administration 

and not enough leveraging change, then hire a team to support 

you so you can add more value. Similarly, in cases where philan-

thropists cannot find the right organization to deliver their 

goals, they may hire staff to deliver activities or campaign on 

issues because no one else is doing so. As a result, they become 

more operational. 

Some philanthropic foundations hire experts with strong 

 technical and programmatic skill sets, and become leaders in 

their field, fostering collaboration and collective impact while 

bringing skills and technical expertise to drive change. Philan-

thropists who focus on capacity building and strengthening 

the human capital of grantees may also hire staff to deliver 

this organizational development support. 

If it takes additional staff resources to achieve the foundation’s 

goal, then hire them. If you choose to become operational, be 

sure to consider your ultimate route to sustainability and exit, 

if your funding is time-bound. Try to employ staff and board 

members from the communities you support, adopt diversity, 

equity and inclusion principles in your staffing and foundation 

governance (see Chapter 3.1.c), and proactively seek to build 

capacity and devolve power to the stakeholders and partners 

you work with. 

Your strategic plan

Please draft your strategic plan considering the questions below.

n Who can be part of the implementation of your strategic plan? 

(Institutions, political figures, philanthropists, community 

 leaders, civil society, journalists, stakeholders, NGOs?)

n What do you need help with?

n Who and what might hinder the plan?

n What factors beyond your control might influence your plan?

n How might these factors affect stakeholders?

Examples of sourcing through closed approaches

Children’s Investment Fund Foundation  

We identify opportunities by talking to and meeting individuals and 

organizations working within our priority areas. We do not normally 

accept unsolicited proposals. There are a number of key attributes we 

seek to achieve in grantmaking:

n Transformational impact 

n Evidence-based approach

n Cost-effectiveness

n Scale and sustainability

n Measurement and evaluation

When we invite a proposal, which fits within our strategic priorities 

for funding, we will work closely with the potential partner to develop 

two documents: 

n A concept note

n An investment memo

The first stage prepares a brief note for consideration by CIFF’s Exec-

utive Team. If successful, we will move onto the second stage, writing 

an investment memo for consideration by the Board of Trustees.

V. Kann Rasmussen Foundation 

Our typical grantees are small or midsize organizations with demon-

strated leadership in developing specialized strategies, communicating 

their vision, and effective project performance. Applications are by 

invitation only. 

We favor projects that:

n Consider all life equally important

n Use a systems approach to address root causes and achieve change

n Take stock and tell the truth about the scale, complexity, and urgency 

of dealing with environmental problems

n Are based on original thinking, creative ideas, and experimentation

n Alter power dynamics related to decision-making and influence

n Have international significance and perspective, even if they are 

locally based
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b) Sourcing implementing partners 

Unless you are implementing activities yourself, you will rely on 

implementing partners for the execution of your philanthropy. 

If there are few actors in the field you are engaging in, if the 

sector is well structured and transparent or if you know who 

the actors are, you may choose to engage directly with your 

partners and not be open to any unsolicited proposals. You 

can work directly with existing partners, through experts 

and advisors, or by inviting only selected partners to provide 

proposals based on defined criteria through a closed Request 

for Proposals (RfP). In other cases, you may rely on an open 

application process to source and select the best possible 

funding interventions. This could be via an open RfP inviting 

proposals on a regular basis or during a specified time frame, 

or being open to unsolicited grant applications through your 

website or other channels. It might also be a combination of 

both methodologies. 

Whether you decide to proactively source your implementing 

partners or reactively wait that for them to find you, you will 

need to formulate what key attributes you seek and be clear 

about these in your grantmaking process. 

Please also consider that the approach of defining a theory of 

change, and designing a philanthropic intervention based on the 

way change occurs, different approaches and levers for change, 

is one way of practicing strategic philanthropy. There are also 

other examples of philanthropists proceeding in different or 

more public ways. MacKenzie Scott, for instance, has given away 

billions in unsolicited and unexpected gifts with full trust and 

no strings attached. Jack Dorsey is another example. He made 

it his quest to see if it is possible to quickly and effectively give 

away more than USD 1 billion, and invites followers to view his 

disbursements to non-profits in a Google Doc.

2.7. Step 7 – Assessing impact 

Measuring your impact is important. As a philanthropist, you 

may only need to understand and oversee the impact of the 

organizations or programs you fund. However, you should as 

a minimum seek to understand how your grantees or partners 

are measuring their impact, what lessons they are learning 

and whether these lessons are being used to “course correct” 

future activity. 

If your philanthropic giving is more complex and if you seek 

to pilot new initiatives or replicate effective interventions, you 

should spend time measuring your philanthropic  interventions 

(or hire someone to help you). This is to ensure that your inter-

vention truly leads to the intended impact. You may have all 

the seemingly right ingredients for a positive intervention, 

such as a comprehensive mentoring program for at-risk youth, 

but still find yourself having no effect or even negative effects 

on its impact – not the outcome you had hoped for. This was 

seen, for example, in the Cambridge-Somerville Youth Study, 

the first large-scale randomized experiment in the history of 

criminology, where it was found years later that contrary to 

the well-meaning intentions, a mentoring program for at-risk 

youth had adverse effects.

Examples of foundations sourcing through open approaches 

Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation 

The foundation supports projects with high scientific potential. 

Projects should be focused on a coherent research question where the 

complementary competencies of the participating scientists give new 

possibilities to attack the chosen research question. Projects normally 

have a budget of between SEK 15 million and SEK 40 million. Projects 

can have a duration of three to five years.

High priority projects include new research areas and research that  

is interdisciplinary in nature. A project must have a freestanding 

 purpose and not merely constitute auxiliary funding for current oper-

ations or other projects in progress. For subjects in which research is 

generic in nature, such as mathematics, a project can consist of joint 

concept development.

The Laudes Foundation 

If you have an initiative that is in alignment with our theory of change, 

please contact us, and if we have interest in learning more we will 

connect you with a member of our team to talk you through the 

 process. Once you have spoken with a team member you will be 

asked to prepare a summary of your initiative. This gives us a good 

initial understanding of how your initiative fits with our strategy. If  

we decide there is a good fit, you’ll be invited to submit a proposal.
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Philanthropy has been a lifelong mission for my family, going back generations. 
Today we consolidate it as a social investment business unit under the umbrella  
of Esas Sosyal, and treat it just as we do our other lines of business.

When we started out, we did a comprehensive mapping 

of needs in Turkey and identified youth unemployment as 

the issue we wanted to address – an issue that is also close 

to our hearts as a family. We subsequently commissioned 

deep research into root causes and potential solutions.

Many people skip this step and just dive in. It was, however, 

important for us to reserve budget for, and back our inter-

ventions with evidence and involve relevant stakeholders. 

Our research showed that solving unemployment goes 

beyond finding jobs. Having the full picture, we realized that 

we needed a more holistic approach and built an ecosystem 

to support youth.

Every step of the way, we plan and act based on evidence. 

In the beginning, we used public opinion surveys, focus 

groups, reviews of literature on youth unemployment and 

meetings with stakeholders. This helped us with program 

design for our flagship engagement, the Şevket Sabancı 

First Chance Program, named after my late father. We run 

three evaluation cycles each year to make sure youth, their 

NGO employers, mentors and others are sharing feedback 

and progress. The fourth year (2019), we commissioned 

an independent impact evaluation from Bilkent  University, 

including a demographic and control group study. We 

measured the intervention’s impact based on increased 

employability post-program, which was determined to be 

statistically significant. 

I believe that having a passion for your topic is crucial, but 

making sure it is relevant and that interventions are needs-

based and impact-driven is equally important. This keeps 

us on track, but it has also helped us bring in new funders 

and partners to our mission of addressing inequality in 

youth employment.

Emine Sabancı Kamışlı – The impor-
tance of research and evaluation
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If you have developed a theory of change (Step 5) and are 

clear on your activities, outcomes and the goal you want to 

achieve, you are part way there. 

Evaluations should take place at appropriate intervals, every 

few years, and in some cases after the end of the program, to 

ensure it is sustainable beyond your funding. Many donors will 

use an independent evaluator to eliminate bias. This is advisable 

if you intend to use data to influence policy, to replicate and 

scale your initiatives, or to bring in additional donors.

It is not uncommon for the philanthropists seeking 

 sustainability and scale to commit 20–30% of their budgets 

to research, monitoring, learning and evaluation. They are 

constantly seeking what works, adapting to the lessons they 

learn, supporting the capacity of their partners and grantees 

to better understand their impact and enhance their effec-

tiveness, using the data and evidence they collect to influence 

policy and sharing this widely to shift systems.

One important approach to evaluation is assessing what 

grantees say about the donor. The Centre for Effective Philan-

thropy (CEP) has developed the Grantee and Applicant Percep-

tion Report, which allows foundations to get straightforward 

and reliable feedback on their overall engagement with part-

ners. The survey, which is confidential, is filled out by the foun-

dations’ grantees and contains both quantitative and qualitative 

responses. Among other things, the CEP focuses on the impact 

that foundations have on the grantees’ fields, the knowledge of 

the communities meant to benefit from the funding and their 

challenges, the reporting process and the support provided by 

the foundation beyond the grants. One would think that one’s 

grantees could speak to their funder directly if they had feed-

back to provide, but the power dynamics of giving usually come 

into play, and giving grantees a confidential way to provide 

feedback can be very useful1. This tool has been used by more 

than 300 funders to evaluate, adapt and change their  practices 

in order to become more effective. Some funders actually 

publish a version of the results of the Report on their websites 

to increase transparency in philanthropy.

Tips for effective impact measurement

n What would success look like?

n Pick the right indicators to measure: if you could measure only one 

thing, what would it be? 

n Measure quantitative and qualitative indicators so you have both 

data (to influence governments) and stories (for everyone else).

n Consider the best way to collect and share data, can you use 

 technology to help? 

n Only collect data if you are going to use it.

n If it can be helpful to others, use technology to open source your 

data, so it can be used to create a better picture of the change 

process. Share it with policy makers to inform (or encourage) better 

decision-making. 

n Be sure it was you and not someone else achieving the change – 

this is known as attribution.

n If you don’t conduct monitoring and evaluation yourself, ask expert 

practitioners to do it for you. 

n Understanding impact measurement language and tools will also 

help you ask your grantees the right questions, and support them 

in adapting to maximize impact. 

n Schedule regular progress reviews, including an external review,  

to eradicate bias.

n Learn from your successes and failures, allow enough flexibility in 

your implementation model to adjust and adapt to these lessons 

and changing circumstances, and course-correct your theory of 

change over time. 

n Build the capacity of your partners to monitor and evaluate their 

impact. Measuring social change is challenging and few non-profit 

organizations have the resources and expertise to do it really well. 

Additional reading 

New Philanthropy Capital. (2020, 12 February). Understanding 

Impact. 

The Bridgespan Group. (2011, 25 April). Measurement as Learning. 

1 Visit https://cep.org/ for more information
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In 1998, I was halfway up a mountain in the sleet and the snow during a logging 
protest in British Columbia, Canada, when I realized there was only so long that we 
could stand on that road and stop the destruction of those magnificent forests. 

Even if we were successful in our efforts there, the problem 

would just be shifted to another high carbon, high biodi-

versity value forest elsewhere in the world. To keep forests 

standing, we needed to address the root causes of the 

problem – the actual market drivers of deforestation and 

forest degradation, and focus on strategies that fundamen-

tally changed those underlying systems. 

The organization I founded, Canopy, is doing exactly that by 

addressing systemic causes for deforestation:  unsustainable 

supply chains. We don’t try to change the habits of seven 

billion individual consumers of forest-based products, instead, 

we work with executives of the world’s largest corporate 

consumers to develop and implement cutting-edge environ-

mental policies that eliminate ancient and endangered forests 

from their supply chains. We actively foster innovation in 

supply chains and support both innovators and purchasing 

companies to bring eco-solutions to market. 

To date, we have worked with over 750 of the world’s largest 

customers of paper, packaging and wood-based fabrics like 

viscose. These companies have enormous purchasing influ-

ence to transform unsustainable tree-based supply chains 

and create the incentives necessary for climate-friendly alter-

natives and large-scale, durable conservation on a timescale 

that’s needed to protect our planet. 

In the supply and demand world we live in, the majority 

of societies’ impacts are concentrated in supply chains. By 

engaging corporate decision-makers to join us in creating 

a lasting legacy, we’ve created a vehicle where the market-

place is playing a vital role in driving climate solutions and 

conservation at the scale and pace that we need, rather 

than acting as an impediment. 

Nicole Rycroft – 
Systems change 
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2.8. Step 8 – Seeking systems change 

If you have been successful with your intervention, now is the 

time to consider how this change can be sustainable without 

your philanthropic capital – can the intervention be taken 

over by government, or by the market? Or does the behavior 

change that has taken place mean the problem no longer 

exists? Ultimately, achieving a successful intervention that 

continues without your private capital, and enabling it to repli-

cate and scale, is how a system can be changed permanently 

for the better. 

At its core, philanthropy is about change. It is systemic, not 

episodic; it’s proactive, not reactive. Systems change means 

addressing root causes rather than symptoms, by altering, 

shifting, and transforming structures, customs, mindsets, power 

dynamics, and rules through collaboration across a diverse set 

of actors with the intent of achieving lasting improvement of 

societal issues on a local, national, and global level1. In partic-

ular, systems change concerns itself with reaching a higher and 

more inclusive equilibrium; such that millions of people, and in 

particular historically disadvantaged constituencies, experience 

meaningful and sustained improvement in their lives. The way 

to achieve sustainability is either via a market-based solution, or 

a public sector-based solution such as government adoption, 

which has already been discussed in Chapter 2.6.1. 

At their most effective, philanthropists seek to permanently  

alter the conditions that make their philanthropy necessary. 

To successfully create positive and lasting change is what every 

strategic philanthropist seeks. It is important that funders see 

their role as supporting systems change – not directing it. 

A group of foundations and practitioners including Ashoka, 

Catalyst 2030, Co-Impact, Echoing Green, McKinsey, the 

Schwab Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship, the Skoll 

Foundation and SYSTEMIQ have put forward five  principles  

and resulting practices that funders can adopt to better 

support systems change work2. 

These include:

 n Embrace a systems mindset by being clear about the systems 

you want to change, incorporating systems change into your 

DNA, and actively looking for funding opportunities.

 n Support evolving paths to systems change by funding systems 

leaders with transformative visions of improved systems rather 

than projects, investing in learning and capability building and 

encouraging collaboration among systems change leaders.

 n Work in true partnership by acknowledging and  

working against power dynamics, providing support that  

fits systems change leaders’ needs, and being mindful of 

their limited resources.

 n Prepare for long-term engagement by being realistic about 

the time it takes to achieve systems change, acknowledging 

that the path of the initiatives will change along the way 

and encouraging realistic ambitions.

 n Collaborate with other stakeholders by aligning with other 

funders, building networks for systems change leaders, and 

leaving the leading role to systems change leaders. 

Additional reading 

Ashoka. (2020, 21 January). Embracing Complexity. Towards a 

Shared Understanding of Funding Systems Change. 

SSIR & The Bridgespan Group. (2019, 19 April). Becoming Big 

Bettable. 

Stanford Social Innovation Review. (n.d., 2014). Smarter Philanthro-

py, Greater Impact. 

The Bridgespan Group. (2021, 15 January). How Philanthropy Can 

Support Systems-Change Leaders. 

“Philanthropy is commendable, but it 
must not cause the philanthropist to 
overlook the circumstances of economic 
injustice which make philanthropy 
necessary.”

Martin Luther King, Jr.

1 Ashoka. (2020, 21 January). Embracing Complexity. Towards a Shared 
Understanding of Funding Systems Change. Retrieved from https://
www.ashoka.org/en/embracing-complexity.

2 Ibid.
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”Philanthropy without scale 
and sustainability is like any 
other bad business that will 
simply wither and die on 
the vine.“
Naveen Jain
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3.1. Adopt existing frames for your philanthropy

a) The UN Sustainable Development Goals 

Some philanthropists use the UN Sustainable Development Goals 

as a framework for their philanthropy. This inter-governmental 

agreement of the United Nations and 193 countries is also known 

as the Global Goals or SDGs. The Global Goals provide a frame-

work to be implemented by “all countries and all stakeholders, 

acting in collaborative partnership” around a set of 17 specific, 

aspirational goals that address the social, economic and envi-

ronmental dimensions of sustainable development.1 

With 169 targets to be met by 2030, and over 232 indicators 

for measuring progress, the Global Goals were designed to 

stimulate action in the following areas: people, planet, pros-

perity, peace and partnerships. 

Many philanthropists and foundations align their giving with 

the SDGs, and you may also find them a helpful framework 

within which to consider your philanthropy, learn about other 

effective initiatives and measure the change that is taking 

place country by country against these targets.

b) Adopting a rights-based approach to your work 

Many philanthropists use the UN Human Rights framework  

and a rights-based approach, for example, by referring to  

the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, which almost  

all governments have signed up to, as a framework to 

encourage governments to deliver on their policy promises. 

While advocacy can sometimes take many years, once a policy 

is changed, the results can be transformational, at scale, and 

hopefully, permanent. 

A human rights-based approach integrates human rights norms 

and principles into the design, implementation, monitoring 

and evaluation of policies and programs. It is about empow-

ering people to know and claim their rights and increasing the 

ability and accountability of individuals and institutions who 

are responsible for respecting, protecting and fulfilling rights. 

This means giving people greater opportunities to participate 

in shaping the decisions that impact on their human rights. 

It also means increasing the ability of those with responsibility 

for fulfilling rights to recognize and know how to respect those 

rights, and making sure they can be held to account. A rights-

based approach is about ensuring that both the standards and 

the principles of human rights are integrated into policymaking 

as well as the day-to-day running of organizations.

3. Framing, scale and leverage

To learn more, visit the UN’s Sustainable Development website

1 United Nations. (2018, 20 April). The 17 Goals. Retrieved from  
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
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c) Diversity, equity and inclusion 

Diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) is a framework used to 

target a systemic advancement of marginalized communities 

within strategies, workplaces, organizations and institutions. 

While the term DEI is often treated as simply a buzzword, it 

can and should be implemented at all levels of philanthropy. In 

order to pursue effective, holistic philanthropy – that addresses 

root causes to disrupt power-imbalanced systems – practitioners 

need to operate from an understanding that DEI factors are 

not accessory but intrinsic to all their work. PEAK Grantmaking 

identifies some of the current gaps when integrating DEI into 

the philanthropy sector: 

 n Philanthropy and the non-profit sector are white space.

 n Only 7% of philanthropic dollars are reported as deployed in 

communities of color (in the US).

 n The intersection of identities (for instance, identifying as 

black, immigrant, trans and a veteran) has an impact on 

how a person experiences an organization that serves a 

specific population.

 n When policy is approached with a racial equity lens, 

different decisions are made.

 n While not illegal, demographic data cannot and should not 

be used to support discriminatory practices.

The most important aspect of DEI work is critical self-reflection 

and implementing concrete action. PEAK Grantmaking suggests 

the following steps to develop a person’s DEI values:1 

 n Assess your organization’s culture, racial equity  

or inclusion efforts.

 n Develop knowledge, shared language and shared 

 understanding of the problem.

 n Have difficult conversations about culture, race and inequity.

 n Change management and leadership for organizational 

culture initiatives.

 n Develop policies and practices that reflect a commitment to 

diversity, equity and inclusion.

 n Enforce policies and practices that reflect this  

same commitment.

The five underlying principles to apply for a human 

 rights-based approach2

n Participation 

Everyone has the right to participate in decisions which affect 

their human rights. Participation must be active, free, meaningful 

and give attention to issues of accessibility, including access to 

 information in a form and a language which can be understood.

n Accountability 

Accountability requires effective monitoring of human rights 

standards as well as effective remedies for human rights breaches. 

For accountability to be effective there must be appropriate laws, 

policies, institutions, administrative procedures and mechanisms of 

redress in order to secure human rights.

n Non-discrimination and equality 

A human rights-based approach means that all forms of discrimina-

tion in the realization of rights must be prohibited, prevented and 

eliminated. It also requires the prioritization of those in the most 

marginalized situations who face the biggest barriers to realizing 

their rights.

n Empowerment 

A human rights-based approach means that individuals and commu-

nities should know their rights. It also means that they should be fully 

supported to participate in the development of policy and practices 

which affect their lives and to claim rights where necessary.

n Legality 

A human rights-based approach requires the recognition of rights 

as legally enforceable entitlements and is linked in to national and 

international human rights law.

Definition of diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI)3

Diversity 

Diversity is the presence of differences that may include race, gender, 

religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity, nationality, socioeconomic 

status, language, (dis)ability, age, religious commitment, or political 

perspective. Populations that have been – and remain – underrep-

resented among practitioners in the field and marginalized in the 

broader society.

Equity 

Equality doesn’t mean Equity. Equity is promoting justice, impartiality and 

fairness within the procedures, processes, and distribution of resources 

by institutions or systems. Tackling equity issues requires an under-

standing of the root causes of outcome disparities within our society.

Inclusion 

Inclusion is an outcome to ensure those that are diverse actually 

feel and/or are welcomed. Inclusion outcomes are met when you, 

your institution and your program are truly inviting to all. To the 

degree to which diverse individuals are able to participate fully in the 

decision-making processes and development opportunities within an 

organization or group.

1 Sines, Melissa. (2021, 18 May). A Visual Tool Kit for Driving Equity. 
Retrieved from https://www.peakgrantmaking.org/insights/a-visual-tool-
kit-for-driving-equity/

2 European Network of National Human Rights Institutions. (2016, 30 No-
vember). Human Rights-Based Approach. Retrieved from https://ennhri.
org/about-nhris/human-rights-based-approach/

3 eXtension Foundation Impact Collaborative. (2018, 11 October). Diversi-
ty, Equity and Inclusion. Retrieved from https://dei.extension.org/
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Ofra Strauss – Diversity and inclusion 

At Strauss Group, we take a holistic approach to philanthropy. Viewing business 
purely as a profit-making endeavor belongs to the past. We believe that by doing 
business in the right way, we help overcome the challenges the world is facing. 

Aligning our business decisions with our purpose and values 

impacts all the lines of our P&L – not just the lines related to 

philanthropy – beginning with the choices we make in our 

supply chain and down to the way we deliver our products 

to our consumers. This includes all our resources – money, 

people and our intellectual property. Businesses can, and 

should, uphold the highest moral standards. 

Diversity and inclusiveness are the flags that we chose to 

raise since these are issues that are very close to our hearts, 

especially gender equality, given I am a businesswoman 

in a male-dominated environment. Many years ago, when 

we started out, we met with resistance and cynicism. After 

we effected a gradual but systematic change, we caused a 

ripple effect by working alongside NGOs that promote the 

same values. Now I see our company as one of the biggest 

promoters of these values in Israel. What I am most proud of 

is that we had the courage to use our influence to be a voice 

for the minorities and underprivileged in the communities 

where we operate. 

I also had the pleasure of being the chair of an amazing 

organization called Jasmine, which for ten years took me 

on a journey where I met women all around the country 

that I would never have met in my day-to-day life. I came 

to understand that real change must be reflected in my 

personal life. By bringing diversity into my own home, into 

my own social circles, “diversity and inclusiveness” is no 

longer just a catchphrase – it has become my reality.
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Being an entrepreneur in the tech space and having co-founded one of Europe’s 
largest fintech unicorns, Klarna, I realize how technology can reach a mass market 
and address a need with exponential impact. 

It was with making as much money as possible in mind that 

I went to one of Sweden’s top schools, along with my peers, 

hoping to found the next unicorn. This is what most of the 

top schools preach I feel, to reach a certain valuation with 

companies without reflecting or caring about the net effect 

of that company. Reaching financial independence did not 

give me the happiness I had expected, which is why I set out 

on a different route – determined to use my experience and 

expertise to support others in building unicorns – but with 

a true social impact. It is with this in mind that I am now 

co-launching a commercial pan-Africa tech-focused fund 

with other unicorn founders that will back potential African 

tech unicorns to accelerate development and improve the 

lives of as many Africans as possible in the process.

We live in a world with exponential problems. We there-

fore need solutions with exponential impact. Social inno-

vation through technology is one of the most effective 

ways to scale and leverage impact. Take smart climate tech 

solutions that bring down the green premium, like Tesla 

for cars, or Heart Aerospace, an electric plane technology 

developer we invested in and that aims to do the same 

for flights. New technology may also be able to leapfrog 

in the healthcare space, to eradicate malaria, for instance. 

Through technology we can reach more beneficiaries. And 

if we can get the talent and entrepreneurs of tomorrow to 

found businesses that solve societal issues – not another 

online casino, credit company or addictive video game – 

I believe we can scale social impact in a way that drives 

significant positive change.

Niklas Adalberth – Using technology 
to scale social change
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3.2. Consider approaches to scale 

After launching a successful intervention that has benefited 

hundreds or thousands of people, how can you scale it to 

benefit millions, across different systems or geographies?

To take an intervention to scale and for that scale to be 

sustainable without being dependent on private capital, you 

either need the problem to disappear (e.g. LGBT people are no 

longer discriminated against); the market to take over (e.g. a 

new agricultural innovation increases food security so success-

fully that the market demand for this innovation drives the 

change); or the government to take over a program, or change 

a regulation or policy (e.g. a government changes its policy 

on youth sentencing, reducing the number of incarcerated 

youth and re-offenders). Some of the approaches and levers 

of change covered in Chapter 2 under Step 6 already help to 

reach scale. Here are some additional approaches that have 

not yet been covered.  

a) Using technology

Technology is having a significant impact on philanthropy, 

from the digital transformation taking place as foundations 

increasingly use technological tools in their grantmaking, to 

the impact communications technologies and social media 

platforms are having on fundraising and online activism. In 

addition, there are computational technologies (big data, arti-

ficial intelligence, drones) and sensor technologies (location 

devices, mobile phones) that are revolutionizing what philan-

thropy can do. Technology offers an important opportunity to 

scale, for example, by piloting and testing education or mental 

health support services, and making them available to more 

users through mobile or web-based technology.

b) Replication of a product or service 

You can scale through product replication, for example, by 

piloting a new sanitation product such as low-cost latrines, or 

a new agricultural technology, and replicating its use across a 

wider geography and population. Even a pilot program proven 

to reduce child-trafficking, for example, could potentially be 

replicated and scaled by a bilateral or multilateral agency, or a 

government addressing this issue. In order to support effective 

replication and scaling, ensure you have strong data and robust, 

independent evidence to show causality. You or your partners 

will most likely need manuals, systems and procedures to ensure 

consistent replication and positive impact. Also, don’t assume 

that a successful intervention in one country can be replicated 

in another. Different cultures, policy environments and govern-

ments can all influence effective replication. 

Tips on concrete DEI steps for grantmakers to take1

n Be transparent with grant seekers and grantees and tell them how 

you are using the demographic data you collect from them.

n If you require your grantees to collect or report demographic 

data, help to build their capacity for collecting and reporting this 

 information by funding technology, databases and staff time 

 committed to this effort.

n Seek out and give additional support to non-profits led by  

diverse teams that are inclusive of the community they are  

serving in  decision-making roles.

n Fund DEI skill-building and efforts to shift culture in support of 

recruiting, hiring, retaining and promoting leaders of color.

Additional reading 

Sen, R. & Villarosa, L. (2019, 15 November). Grantmaking with a 

Racial Justice Lens. 

The Center for Effective Philanthropy. (2018, 19 July). Nonprofit 

Diversity Efforts: Current Practices and the Role of Foundations. 

Thrive Global. (2020, 28 January). Why Diversity and Inclusion 

Initiatives Don’t Work – and How to Fix It. 

1 PEAK Grantmaking. (2019, 10 October). Courage in Practice: 5 principles 
for Peak Grantmaking. Retrieved from https://www.peakgrantmaking.
org/principles-for-peak-grantmaking/
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c) Merging with a different organization 

If you have demonstrated an effective intervention, is there 

another organization also working in your field that you could 

join forces with? This could be an effective way to reach scale 

faster. An example of such a merger is Impetus-PEF, which 

was formed in 2013 when two venture philanthropy organiza-

tions, Impetus Trust and The Private Equity Foundation (PEF), 

merged. They were both taking a similar approach aimed at 

transforming the lives of young people in the UK from disad-

vantaged backgrounds and helping them to succeed in school 

and work. They merged when they realized they could have a 

more systemic impact if they came together. 

3.3. Leverage your philanthropy 

a) Working in partnership 

Work in partnership and collaborate with local communities, 

non-profit organizations, social enterprises and governments 

as much as you can. While this might take longer, it will ulti-

mately enhance the sustainability of your activities and there-

fore your impact. 

You will need to develop trust, clarify roles and responsibili-

ties, and invest time in planning aligned activities and shared 

outcomes. But your path to sustainability and scale will be 

much faster. Ideally, once you have implemented successful 

interventions together with local partners, you will be able 

to hand responsibility over to them. Having developed best 

 practice and built capacity, you will be able to focus your 

 philanthropic capital and effort elsewhere. 

If you don’t work in partnership, you may find communities 

become dependent on your philanthropic capital, which can 

make reducing your support more challenging. Ultimately, your 

partners sustain your philanthropic interventions after you leave. 

You can work to change the system by leveraging your impact 

through working in partnership with other non-profit, private 

and governmental stakeholders, and building networks, devel-

oping and changing attitudes, behaviors and narratives, and 

strengthening the sector you are working in. 

Additional reading 

Nesta. (2014, 11 July). Making it Big; Strategies for Scaling Social 

Innovation. Retrieved from https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/mak-

ing-it-big-strategies-for-scaling-social-innovations/

Spring Impact. (2018, 30 June). Social Replication Toolkit. Retrieved 

from https://www.springimpact.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/

Spring-Impact-Toolkit.pdf
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Gunhild Stordalen – Leveraging 
 philanthropy through partnerships 

When I served on the board of the largest hotel chain in Scandinavia, I realized 
food was not only key to our guests’ and employees’ health, but also to our hotels’ 
environmental footprint and revenues. 

The food we sourced was often failing human health, the 

climate, workers’ rights and animals’ welfare. I dug deeper 

into the science and realized food represented a massive, 

complex, systemic problem, which no one stakeholder, 

company, sector or individual could fix alone. 

I was surprised that no one was bringing experts together 

to connect the dots and answer the fundamental question: 

how do we feed ten billion people a healthy diet without 

destroying the planet? So, I founded EAT, an inclusive 

science-based platform that encourages actors to come 

together to understand the big picture of food and  

co-design solutions. Our Forums bring together leaders 

from governments, the food industry, farmers’ organiza-

tions, civil society, chefs and some of the world’s leading 

scientists in disciplines spanning from nutrition to earth 

systems science. We also partnered with the Wellcome 

Trust to become a leading platform for sustainable, healthy 

and just food systems and launched the EAT-Lancet 

Commission to set global scientific targets for healthy 

and sustainable diets. 

For transformative change to be possible, partnerships truly 

need to include all sectors and actors. I believe everyone 

deserves a seat at the table and if that means making the 

table longer, so be it. This also includes people – as  citizens, 

voters, consumers and parents; no change is going to happen 

top-down. It’s imperative that all partners see the bigger 

picture, share a common vision and can be open and honest 

from day one. Partners must fully commit to listening to 

the perspectives and views of others with respect, because 

 ultimately, this is what strengthens collaboration, builds trust 

and makes the seemingly impossible possible.
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I founded The System Change Foundation a few years ago to create  
an independent platform enabling systems change through a collaborative  
and highly creative approach. 

At THE HUS, which was founded in Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 

we bring together opinion leaders and decision makers 

representing politics, science and business. At our round-

tables such as the World Systemic Forum, we focus on 

asking the relevant questions, believing that by bringing 

the right people together, answers will naturally follow. 

We build bridges between generations, nations and disci-

plines to foster conversations about this planet’s most 

pressing systemic issues. This approach enables a collabo-

rative reimagination of traditional ways, planting the seed 

of a changed narrative.

I firmly believe that successful entrepreneurship and philan-

thropy are in need of fresh perspectives and new systemic 

models. Systems change begins with a new imagination 

and adventurers are needed to take the lead.

We believe that visualization makes things tangible and 

investable, meaning that if we can positively visualize a 

sustainable future, we can create and finance it. In that 

context, I strive to imagine and visualize the future through 

The System Change Foundation with the goal to further 

scale impact, financing entrepreneurial solutions through 

my accelerator The Combinator.

 

To further expand my vision of a collaborative approach 

towards a sustainable future, I joined Co-Impact, a global 

collaborative of some of the world’s top  philanthropists 

focused on systems change. By pooling funding and 

 collaborating with more than 40 funders from around 

the world, we can have so much more impact. I believe in 

systemic impact at scale achieved by working with others 

with a systemic mindset.

Rudolf Hilti – Collaboration 
for systems change
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My work as a philanthropist has been a 
journey of leveraging leadership on a local, 
national and international scale.

It all started when I was appointed to the board of my 

family foundation. The first in my generation and the 

youngest to ever join the board, I was brought in to 

re-strategize our conservative approach, which mostly 

included check-writing and funding scholarships. With the 

idea that philanthropic capital is risk capital, I wanted to 

shift our work to be more ambitious and innovative.

 

I then moved from leading my own foundation to leading 

the sector. After working for the social ministry of the 

Singapore government, I felt I could have more impact in 

the non-profit sector. The first role I stepped into was CEO 

of a quasi-government body called the National Volunteer 

& Philanthropy Centre. I had a great Chair whom I worked 

with to create many new initiatives, one of which was the 

Community Foundation of Singapore, the first regional 

platform dedicated to donor-advised funds with social 

impact. By the end of 2014, we wanted to shift our focus 

towards the entire region. We founded Asia Philanthropy 

Circle (APC), a platform for philanthropists to learn, share 

best practices and collaborate. My frustrations around the 

inefficiencies and untapped potentials of the philanthropy 

sector motivated me to advance APC. 

I believe more philanthropists can and should step into 

leadership positions in their desired fields. A lot of people 

talk about systems change, but we like to think of it as 

systems leadership. The starting point is mobilizing a 

diverse set of stakeholders to collaborate. Partnerships do 

not always entail pooling large amounts of funds. You can 

start by exchanging knowledge or coordinating action, for 

example. It is through leadership and collaboration that we 

can make significant change.

Laurence Lien – Strengthening the 
philanthropic ecosystem in Singapore
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b) Facilitate and fund collective impact 

A first step towards collective impact is to build a shared under-

standing of a problem and align stakeholders. By developing 

a deep appreciation of the root causes of problems and the 

entrenched racial, cultural and economic dynamics, through 

appreciating and carefully framing the issues you seek to 

address and knowing who is affected and what forces perpet-

uated problems, philanthropists can better understand who 

benefits from, and who would fight to preserve, the status 

quo, and build evidence bases to propel action. Focusing on 

a specific area, becoming an expert, and “building the field” 

of knowledge, stakeholders and expert practitioners is an 

important way to support sustainable change. 

Collective impact initiatives bring people together in a struc-

tured way with a common agenda to achieve social change. 

Over the last decade, they have gained traction with philanthro-

pists who are willing to fund mechanisms to encourage stake-

holder collaboration as a way to shift systems. The concept of 

collective impact is based on the idea that in order for organi-

zations to create lasting solutions to social and environmental 

problems on a large scale, they need to coordinate their efforts 

and work together around a clearly defined goal. In contrast to 

“isolated impact”, where organizations primarily work alone, 

the approach with collective impact is to solve social problems 

and focus on collective goals, strategic partnerships, actions 

aligned with shared accountability and a backbone organization 

to drive collaboration and learning. 

Collaboration in philanthropy ranges from knowledge sharing 

between philanthropists, for example via the  European 

Venture Philanthropy Association, to collaboratives of funders 

that agree on a strategy but fund independently such as 

Big Bang Philanthropy which brings together funders that 

address some of toughest problems of poverty, to pooled 

 philanthropic funds such as the Climateworks Foundation on 

climate change, or Co-Impact on systems change in health, 

education, economic opportunity and gender equality. LGT 

Venture Philanthropy also funds with others, including Big 

Bang Philanthropy and Co-Impact. The advantages of collabo-

rative funding include greater efficiency, lower risk, increased 

capacity to provide larger and longer-term funding, leveraging 

financial and non-financial expertise, unlocking additional 

capital and in-kind resources from others and sharing learning. 

Collective impact is a growth area for philanthropy and one 

we encourage you to consider. 

“You want to be the pebble 
in the pond that creates the 
ripple for change.”

Tim Cook

Collective impact initiatives tend to meet five common criteria1

They share a common agenda 

All participating organizations, which can be government agencies, 

philanthropic foundations and community organizations will have a 

shared vision for social change that includes a common understanding 

of the problem and a joint approach to solving the problem through 

agreed upon actions.

Shared measurement system 

Agreement on the ways success will be measured and reported, with 

key indicators agreed by all participating organizations.

Mutually reinforcing activities 

Engagement of a diverse set of stakeholders, typically in multiple 

 sectors, coordinating a set of differentiated activities through a 

 mutually reinforcing plan of action.

Continuous communication 

Frequent communications over a long period of time among key   

players within and between organizations, to build trust and 

 encourage ongoing learning and adaptation.

“Backbone” organizations 

Ongoing support provided by an independent staff. This neutral back-

bone moves the initiative forward by guiding the vision and strategy, 

supporting aligned activity, establishing shared measurement practices, 

building public will, advancing policy and mobilizing funding. 

1 Stanford Social Innovation Review. (2010, 2 December). Collective Im-
pact. Retrieved from https://ssir.org/articles/entry/collective_impact
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c) Strengthen the philanthropic sector

As donors become more expert and spend more time on 

their focus area, they often move towards “sector strength-

ening”, leveraging their own and other’s expertise, capacity 

and funding to forge partnerships between different stake-

holders. This strengthens systems, encouraging more people 

to become philanthropic and to advocate for the issue they 

work on. 

You might do this by: 

 n Leveraging additional funding for the issues you are working 

on – securing more funding for your issue by raising aware-

ness of the issue with other bilateral and private donors.

 n Funding collaboration, partnership, networks or even 

mergers – bringing organizations working on similar issues 

together to agree and align outcomes for greater impact, 

such as campaigning for a change in policy. 

 n Strengthening the funding ecosystem – innovations 

 (sometimes technology) that share data and best practice, 

and/or facilitate and encourage giving, bringing economies  

of scale. 

Additional reading 

GEO. (2019, 12 May). Learning in Philanthropy: A Guidebook. 
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”Philanthropy should be taking 
much bigger risks than business.  
If these are easy problems, business 
and government can come in and 
solve them.“
Bill Gates
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4.1. Consider your power and privilege 

Power and privilege are intrinsic to the dynamics of philan-

thropy. Funders with capital – financial, social and otherwise – 

carry a huge amount of power that can be leveraged to support 

major shifts in societies, systems, markets and communities. But 

if left unexamined, a person’s proximity to power and privilege 

often perpetuates harm and inequity. It is therefore important 

to consider the ways in which philanthropists consciously and 

subconsciously assert their power, and how those behaviors 

affect the communities they seek to benefit. 

Overall, philanthropy has had to reckon with the way in which the 

sector contributed to structural racism, sexism and other forms 

of discrimination. More recently, it has been criticized for various 

reasons, including the fact that our societies allow wealth to be 

concentrated in few hands, wealth that on occasion has been 

generated in ways that are harmful to people and the planet. It 

has also been claimed that some philanthropists are using their 

influence to undermine democracy, and questions have been 

raised about the lack of transparency surrounding how decisions 

are made about funding. For all these reasons, it is important to 

practice philanthropy in a way that directly addresses your power 

and privilege, and hopefully also helps address some of the other 

criticisms that have been raised about philanthropy.

The ways in which philanthropists can leverage their power 

can be broken down into three dimensions: building, sharing 

and wielding1. 

 n Building power 

To catalyze equitable, long-term, community-driven solu-

tions instead of temporary fixes, support systemic change 

by funding civic engagement, advocacy and community 

 organizing among marginalized communities.

 n Sharing power 

To earn the trust of peers, partners and the communities 

you serve, nurture transparent, trusting relationships and 

co-create strategies with stakeholders.

 n Wielding power 

To be a legitimate, influential and relevant voice on issues you 

care about, exercise public leadership beyond grantmaking to 

create equitable, catalytic change.

4. Philanthropic leadership and influence

Questions to ask yourself to examine your  

power and privilege.

n What factors contribute to my power and privilege? Consider 

identifiers like race, gender, physical or mental ability, class, 

upbringing, area or residence, education, social network, etc. 

n What do my power and privilege look like? This can include 

access to wealth, land or human capital, material property,  

a stake in institutions (companies, schools, clubs, etc.). 

n What level of influence do I have and in what areas? Think 

about what institutions, networks, media, politics and/or 

populations might give you access to influence as a private 

individual, in your professional life and philanthropy?

n Where does this power and privilege come from?

1 National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy. (2018, 30 April). Power Moves: Your essential philanthropy assessment guide for equity and justice. 
2 Resource Generation. (2021, 12 March). Social Justice Philanthropy Principles. Retrieved from https://resourcegeneration.org/social-justice-philanthro-

py-and-giving/

Five key social justice philanthropy principles2

n Social justice giving focuses on systemic change that addresses the 

root causes of racial, economic and environmental injustice, not 

just the symptoms. For example: multi-year funding organizations 

creating public safety initiatives and working to defend the police, 

rather than only responding after a murder has happened.

n Social justice giving centers the people who are most impacted as 

key decision-makers and respects their self-determination by giving 

with no strings attached. For example: giving general operating 

support to Black-led, Native-led, Immigrant-led, etc. organizations 

that are powerfully positioned to have the best insight into what 

organizations and solutions work best for their communities. 

n In social justice philanthropy, foundations strive to be accountable, 

transparent and responsive in their grant-making. For example: clear, 

simple, compensated application processes, explicit funding criteria, 

and invitations for feedback that help build strong relationships. 

n Donors and foundations act in solidarity with social justice 

movements by contributing not only money but time, knowledge, 

skills and access. For example: helping an organization fundraise, 

strengthening community campaigns by sharing any relevant con-

nections, advocate for increased foundation pay-outs and increasing 

taxes on the wealthy, door-knocking in your neighborhood, etc. 

n Foundations use their assets and investments, alongside grants, to 

support progressive social change. For example: give out more than 

what might in some countries be a mandated amount of assets and 

invest the rest in non-extractive or regenerative investments. Enable 

grassroots groups to acquire land and make capital purchases.
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Additional reading 

GrantCraft. (2018, 2 October). Deciding Together: Shifting Power 

and Resources through Participatory Grantmaking. 

Additional reading 

National Center for Philanthropy (NCFP). (2019, 31 January). Fami-

ly Governance and Family Philanthropy.

4.2. Involve your family

If you have not already done so, engage your family in your 

philanthropy to bring more time and talent to your cause. 

By aligning your philanthropy with your family values, and 

engaging your family in the strategy process, you will learn 

more about each other’s areas of interest. By making “giving” 

a family value, you can encourage your family to get more 

engaged and feel more confident about succession. 

While not all family members will be interested, you can involve 

those who are in a number of ways. You can bring them into 

your governance framework, for example, by having them help 

you make decisions about your strategy or investments, or as a 

board member or co-decision maker. You can encourage parti-

cipation by allocating a proportion of your philanthropic capital 

to your family and encouraging them to develop their own 

areas of interest and philanthropic portfolios. You can suggest 

that they volunteer with a local or community-based organi-

zation to learn more about non-profit work (while also impor-

tantly adding some value). Or you can employ them to do 

work for you informally, such as research and field scanning, or 

formally as part of your foundation’s staff. Make sure you are 

always clear about roles and responsibilities so family dynamics 

can’t disrupt the strategic vision and mission. 

Family philanthropy governance 

Spending time considering family governance will reduce 

conflict and increase efficiency, effectiveness and impact. 

Educate family members and be clear about the duties and 

responsibilities associated with their roles, including which 

family members have access to specific elements of the 

 philanthropic capital, how much and for what purpose. But 

also educate them on strategic philanthropy and the issue you  

are focusing on so they can bring expertise and value to your 

decision making.

Consider the involvement and engagement of other family 

members, such as the spouses of your children. Develop written 

policies on governance, criteria for grantmaking, conflicts of 

interest and investments. And consider if and when you might 

want to bring in an external trustee or advisor who is an expert 

on your focus area, for example.

Succession planning to maximize future impact

Engage your family in succession planning at the right time. If 

you want the next generation to continue to give, build their 

skills and experience so they are confident about doing so and 

clear about your wishes. 

If you have personally determined the mission, priorities, resource 

allocation and forms of engagement, clarify whether you want 

these decisions to continue to shape the foundation’s program 

areas and approach, and whether this should be done on a legal 

basis or by custom.

You may want your vision and approach to guide but  

not constrain your successors. If this is the case, enable  

them to become interpreters of tradition by enabling the 

expression thereof (in terms of issue area and approach)  

to be flexible to evolution. 

If your foundation is set to give in perpetuity, you may decide 

to empower future generations to select the foundation’s areas 

of activity based on external forces and capacity. Decisions can 

then be based on the objective assessment of a resource, not 

value-based loyalty to the past. 
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After my MBA, I started exploring which roles to take on within my family, both 
professionally and philanthropically. Today I work within my mother’s family office, 
and am the Chairman of the Board of Children for a Better World (CHILDREN’s), 
which my parents founded in 1994.

I was under no pressure to take over the family’s  business 

or philanthropy. But you could tell that even if no one 

really asked out loud, there was this underlying question of 

whether I wanted to eventually be involved. Before I could 

answer that for anyone else, I tried to answer three ques-

tions myself: Can I do this? Do I want this? And: will other 

people accept me? 

In the case of my family’s philanthropy, it started with an 

open conversation with the then Chairwoman, my mother, 

and the CEO of the organization, about what process 

could allow for us to mutually test the waters. We reached 

an agreement that for a year I would be a “guest” at 

board meetings, whereafter we could discuss if I wanted 

to put my name forward to join the board. I did this, and 

when my mother decided to step down three years later, I 

sought out each board member’s support for my poten-

tial chairmanship. This was a daunting but rewarding task 

that showed me that their support was honest and based 

on my contributions rather than family background. With 

all three questions answered, I became Chairman and am 

incredibly excited about CHILDREN’s future. 

I experience philanthropy as an activity that can give  families 

an identity, a mission and common ground, and something 

worth working together on when it comes to a  succession 

plan. My advice for anyone motivated to take  responsibility 

for the family’s philanthropy efforts is to make sure you 

are allowed to test it out first, with a very clear agreement 

that there is a point in time at which you can say: “No, I 

don’t want to do it.” If your involvement is pressured and 

expected, it discourages creativity and inspiration while 

breeding frustration and disappointment.

Raphael Langenscheidt –  
Engaging the next generation
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During a 20-year period I lived in ten different countries across four different 
continents. Challenged by inequities and injustices and my juxtaposing privilege,  
I came back to Finland with the ambition to support systems change in the child 
rights sector. 

My strategy has been to leverage my family network, 

our business and our reputation to revive my family’s 

 philanthropic legacy and galvanize as many people as 

possible to support social change. 

My work began at the business level. I had been thinking a 

lot about child labor and wanted to ensure the companies 

the family business invested in did not engage in exploita-

tion. As an international business, we asked ourselves 

whether we had a responsibility to invest in the societies 

we benefited from. It was through these conversations 

that the Eva Ahlström Foundation was born. Run by the 

women from our fifth generation, we support women and 

children around the world, mainly through UNICEF, and 

focus on the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

In order to involve the family, we arranged a lot of advo-

cacy events “disguised” as social functions. We wanted 

everyone to find these meetings fun and engaging, while 

inspiring them to support our cause. To further demonstrate 

the potential of our work and to help persuade any skeptics, 

we also built partnerships with other established families in 

Finland. Engaging the whole family enabled us to eventually 

streamline our foundations, private and public companies, 

the family office and shareholders into a network called 

Ahlström Collective Impact.

Capacity building and empowering individuals to become 

change makers has been a beacon in our work. We have 

made it our mission to inspire, engage and give our 14 600 

employees tools to contribute to social change, which 

responds to the basic human need for a sense of purpose 

and “reason for being”.

Maria Ahlström-Bondestam – 
Involving my family and family 
business
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Delivering competitive financial returns 
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for environmental,
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practices
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practices in order to
protect value
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practices that may
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for investors
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for investors
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Address societal
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Mitigating environmental, social and governance risks

Pursuing environmental, social and governance opportunities

Focusing on measurable high-impact solutions

Competitive financial returns

Below market financial returns

Responsible Sustainable

4.3. Align your family business with your philanthropy

Much wealth has been generated over generations by  practices 

we would now consider deeply damaging. Whether due to 

colonial exploitation of land and resources, profits made from 

fossil fuels or businesses built on low wage supply chains, it is 

likely your wealth and your business have, at some point, had a 

negative social and environmental impact. 

By reducing the harm generated by your business, you can have 

a significant positive impact – possibly more than you could by 

making amends through charitable giving. There are many orga-

nizations that can help you research human rights abuses within 

your supply chains, for example, and there are multiple ways 

you can pivot your business towards more sustainable practices, 

such as paying fair and equitable wages to your staff, reducing 

waste, using sustainable suppliers and low carbon energy solu-

tions, and eradicating human rights abuses from your supply 

chains. As business owners and shareholders, you have signifi-

cant scope when it comes to holding companies to account on 

these issues and leading by example.

4.4. Align your investment portfolio with  

 your  philanthropy

One way to increase your impact is to consider what you can 

do to bring more or all of your assets closer in line with your 

social and environmental values and goals. This can go much 

further than divesting and meeting ESG (environmental, social, 

governance) standards, and can include supporting and encour-

aging your suppliers to adopt more environmentally sustainable 

practices and eradicate human rights abuses from their supply 

chains. For example, if you are funding child rights, can you be 

sure that you are not employing children within your business 

supply chain, or investing in companies that employ children 

within their supply chains? You can take this a step further and 

conduct a full human rights review within your supply chains to 

ensure there is no evidence of child labor, forced labor, indig-

enous rights abuses, labor rights or land rights violations, Arctic 

drilling or illegal logging. Make your suppliers accountable for 

doing the same; it will enable you to have a far greater and 

more sustainable impact on the rights of children than you ever 

can with your grantmaking alone. 

Consider Bridges’ investment profiles (below), and how you 

can move more of your investments towards impact. 

Bridges’ investment profiles

Bridges Fund Management. (2015, 3 November). The Bridges Spectrum of Capital. Retrieved from   
https://www.bridgesfundmanagement.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Bridges-Spectrum-of-Capital-screen.pdf
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a) Gender-lens investing 

This is a strategy or approach to investing that takes into 

consideration gender-based factors across the  investment 

process to advance gender equality and better inform 

 investment decision (see definition on the right). 

b) Climate-lens investing 

Climate change is the largest threat to people and the planet. 

Instead of considering it as a purely environmental issue, 

philanthropists and foundations are adapting investments and 

operations to reduce climate risk and mitigate emissions.

Because of the intersectionality between climate and  

social development issues, applying a climate lens to your 

strategy and your investments can also further your core 

missions, be your focus economic justice, women’s rights  

or educational programming. 

In order to adopt a climate lens in your philanthropy and invest-

ments, consider how the climate crisis will impact on the people 

you intend to help now and in the future. Leverage your power 

as an investor by investing in green businesses such as clean 

energy, sustainable fashion, food waste, infrastructure design, 

etc., and create and share tools that make it easier for investors 

and companies to change their practices.

4.5. Seek advice and build your expertise 

Social and environmental change is challenging. But you are 

not alone. There are many people who can help you, such as 

philanthropy advisors within your financial institutions, inde-

pendent philanthropy advisors and educators, and foundation 

staff working on similar issue areas. 

Frustration exists about the fact that non-profit organiza-

tions do not collaborate or work together well enough, but 

the same criticism can be levied at philanthropists. Chances 

are that other people are trying to achieve similar impacts or 

use similar approaches to you – whether peer philanthropists 

or social change practitioners. Seek out peers, reach out inde-

pendently or find networks and work together by sharing 

expertise, resources and data, and bringing complimentary 

approaches to your problem.

Seek help from professionals if you get stuck or need a 

sounding board or support. Learn from others who work in 

the same area and share your experiences back with them – 

both your successes and failures. Make your data and research 

 available, and collaborate with other donors, both private and 

institutional, where you can. 

Definition of gender-lens investing1

Investing with the intent to address gender issues or promote gender 

equity, including by:

n Investing in women-owned or women-led enterprises.

n Investing in enterprises that promote workplace equity  

(in staffing, management, boardroom representation and  

along their supply chains).

n Investing in enterprises that offer products or services that 

 substantially improve the lives of women and girls.

And/or investing with the following approaches to inform  

investment decisions: 

n A process that focuses on gender, from pre-investment activities 

(e.g. sourcing and due diligence) to post-deal monitoring (e.g. 

strategic advisory and exiting).

n A strategy that examines, with respect to the investee enterprises: 

- Their vision or mission to address gender issues.

- Their organizational structure, culture, internal policies,  

 and workplace environment.

- Their use of data and metrics for the gender-equitable  

 management of performance and to incentivize behavioral 

 change and accountability.

- How their financial and human resources signify overall 

 commitment to gender equality.

1 The Global Impact Investing Network. (2021, 24 April). Gender Lens 
Investing Initiative. Retrieved from https://thegiin.org/gender-lens-invest-
ing-initiative
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Antonis Schwarz – Philanthropy and 
impact investing are complementary 
levers of change

When I turned 18, I inherited significant 
wealth and became financially indepen-
dent overnight. But this also came with 
a huge sense of responsibility. While 
others my age might have focused more 
on sports cars, I was always drawn to 
philanthropy and impact investing.

My goal was to combine profit with purpose and find  

more ethical ways of investing. I started simple, for 

example, by excluding certain industries. Today, 20% of 

my portfolio is in high-impact impact investments, mostly  

in private debt and private debt funds. I am convinced 

capitalism will continue to move towards impact and will 

increasingly integrate externalities. We have already seen a 

shift from pure return to internalizing risk, and now social 

and environmental impact is being added as a third criterion. 

Undeniably, the concept of risk-return-impact will gain 

more relevance, especially in times of global crisis like the 

Covid-19 pandemic. 

I feel my generation has a duty to save this planet. I keep 

a big part of my private assets in a liquid environmental, 

social and governance mandate in order to fund my philan-

thropic projects, which I believe have the greatest impact. I 

am convinced that what really changes the world are social 

movements and activists, which I support through the 

Guerrilla Foundation, which I founded back in 2016. 

The term impact investing was initially coined at a confer-

ence the Rockefeller Foundation organized in 2007. The 

fact the term was invented at a foundation conference 

shows how intricately linked impact investing has been 

to the philanthropy world. Over the last 14 years, impact 

investing has become a worldwide movement and is seeing 

important advances in the field of impact measurement. 

Philanthropy and impact investing are great ways to 

complement the path to sustainable change, one reinforces 

the other. I am convinced we need both to achieve the long-

lasting change that we care most deeply about. 
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Molly Gochman –  
Gender-lens investing

I am an activist, artist and gender-lens investor. I care about fixing broken systems 
to ensure that regardless of gender and race, all people have access to opportunity. 

I also believe that by aligning my capital with my mission 

I can make it a reality. Through my family office, I utilize a 

number of strategies to effect impact – we make market 

rate investments through Stardust Equity, and we do our 

philanthropic giving through our Donor Advised Fund (DAF).

Initially, it was hard to identify investment products that 

aligned with my impact goals, and I received pushback 

from financial advisors who wanted to pursue traditional 

returns-driven strategies. Over time, I was able to work 

with my bank to create a new fund focused on improving 

gender equity in emerging markets. 

I found that it takes a balance of engaged financial  

advisors, like-minded wealth holders and financial institu-

tions working in partnership to support the ultimate goal 

of increasing equity for marginalized groups. I made the 

conscious effort to continue engaging with financial institu-

tions as a concerned client in order to hold them account-

able to internal diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) goals, 

and to continually innovate new, impact-focused products. 

One example is an equity due diligence questionnaire we 

created a couple of years ago. We brought it to my bank 

and asked that they respond to questions measuring their 

internal policies and practices. Since that initial engagement, 

they recognized the importance of assessing how they are 

doing, and now require all investment managers on their 

platform to complete the questionnaire. As wealth holders, 

we can organize and push big institutions towards making 

meaningful commitments that are aligned with DEI values 

and that ensure all our investing, not just our philanthropy, 

contributes to gender and racial equity.
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Molly Gochman –  
Gender-lens investing

The environment has been my passion since I went on safari in Africa, at the age of 
12. From the late 1990s, it became clear that climate change was one of the world’s 
biggest problems. 

Early in my philanthropic journey, I was taught the impor-

tance of understanding root causes, and how to develop a 

theory of change. It became clear that corporate America 

was a big part of the problem; we can plant as many trees 

as we want, but we will never meet our climate goals if 

we don’t flip corporations from problem to solution. To 

achieve this, I am doing two things. 

 

I am not a finance expert, but I wanted to influence compa-

nies, so I got into impact investing. I started to encourage 

my financial advisor to shift towards impact investing, to 

leverage my personal assets towards climate. In addition, I 

am educating my financial firm on climate impact opportu-

nities so other clients can also benefit.

 

I brought my theory of change to my family’s  foundation –  

we knew businesses need sustainable plans and metrics 

beyond greenwashing, but most corporations are entrenched 

in the old ways of doing business and don’t know where to 

start. Small incremental changes will not get us there fast 

enough. Through our network, we are bringing Harvard Busi-

ness School and Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) together 

to give businesses tools and know-how to develop actionable 

plans and accelerate towards net zero. And we are working 

with EDF to create the Investors Climate Insights Hub.

 

I’ve learned you can’t have an ego; you need to collabo-

rate with whomever you can to achieve change and have 

as many conversations as you can to develop knowledge. 

You can’t have impact alone, so I really pushed my finan-

cial advisors hard into impact investing and focusing on 

metric tons of carbon not sequestered. If my return saves 

the planet, that means far more to me than an additional 

1% financial return.

Elizabeth McCance –  
Climate-lens investing 
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4.6. Grow as a philanthropic leader

The most effective philanthropists are not those that give the 

most, although resources are obviously a factor. The most 

effective philanthropists love what they do, adopt a strategic 

approach, are continually learning and course correcting, work 

in partnership, bring their skills, raise awareness and leverage 

their networks and connections into their issue. 

Successful philanthropists set winnable milestones and hone 

compelling messages. They keep stakeholders motivated and 

engaged by identifying concrete, measurable goals, and pair 

them with emotionally compelling messages or calls to action. 

They have research and data to influence governments and 

policy, and great storytelling to influence everyone else. 

They drive, rather than assume demand, by investing in solu-

tions that users and partners want and need. This could be 

supporting marketing efforts for ambitious social innovation 

goals, or working with governments to create new regulations. 

And they provide easy access to the solutions to the problems 

they address by ensuring strong distribution networks, sharing 

lessons and data, and creating a multiplier effect.

They do not consider it enough to just make grants to fix a 

problem, but consider whether they have in any way contrib-

uted to the problem through their own behavior, privilege or 

wealth generation. They will not only adopt a rights-based 

approach, but ensure their own business and investment prac-

tice, and their supply chains, also respect rights. 

Successful philanthropists are ambitious for scale, and design 

interventions that will work at scale. There are many routes to 

scale, but they often require innovation, experimentation, an 

element of risk-taking and plenty of partnership. They take a 

“portfolio” approach to their philanthropy and are willing to 

join in on collaborative efforts in some areas. 

They will be focused on a few issues, recognizing the 

 importance of developing expertise and knowledge, and the 

complexity and interconnectivity of issues. They know there is 

not just one approach or solution but a multitude of different 

approaches, which may change over time. They will not rein-

vent the wheel, but seek to learn from and build on the work 

of others, learning from their own successes and failures and 

bringing in experts where they have gaps in knowledge. And 

they will capture the learning and proactively share it with 

others, all the time building the “philanthropy ecosystem”, 

encouraging and supporting others to do more and better  

in pursuit of a more just, fair and sustainable world.

Successful philanthropists are highly aware 

of the power dynamics at play in philan-

thropy and are not afraid to speak up 

and become role models in order to 

influence others.

“The best philanthropy is not just about 
giving money but giving leadership. 
The best philanthropists bring the gifts 
that made them successful – the drive, 
the determination, the refusal to accept 
that something can’t be done if it 
needs to be – into their philanthropy.”

Tony Blair
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Conclusion

Over the last months, a pandemic has raged around the world, 

exposing the human race’s vulnerability and the world’s most 

marginalized and vulnerable to more economic instability, 

putting enormous strain on health systems and taking some 

hard-won human rights back decades. It has been a period 

that has greatly increased inequalities in wealth and further 

exposed growing inequalities in access to health care, vaccines 

and education between the haves and have nots. As in other 

times of crisis, the philanthropic community responded with 

enormous generosity, collaborating to invest in research and 

social innovation, and supporting their grantees through 

unprecedented hardship as needs went up and income went 

down. The speed of behavior change that took place around 

the public health practices, for example, shows how fast 

global behaviors can align and change in an emergency. 

Behaviors will continue to need to change at pace and scale 

if we are to mitigate and adapt to the climate emergency, 

reduce inequalities and live together with limited resources  

in a world where everyone can reach their full potential.

We hope this guide will persuade more people to give more, 

and those that already give to give smarter, to be intellectually 

curious, bold and brave, and to become leaders in the phil-

anthropic community, encouraging their families and peers 

to also give more and better, and supporting social change 

leaders. This will help us reach a tipping point where more 

people give than do not, and more philanthropists give strate-

gically than do not, with the ultimate goal of together making 

the world better, safer, and a more sustainable and socially 

just place for the generations that follow. And having fun 

while doing good, well.
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Notes

Authors

Philanthropy Insight (Pi) is a social enterprise that educates, 

unlocks and enables philanthropists, their families and boards  

to engage, invest and achieve high-impact social change in 

partnership with social change leaders. Pi promotes bold, 

brave and high-impact philanthropy and world-class social 

investment practice in a private, pitch-free and confidential 

environment – connecting philanthropists to their peers and 

experts, through strategy and leadership workshops, educa-

tional programs, insight journeys and learning opportunities. 

Jo Ensor 

Jo Ensor is a social change practitioner, philanthropy educator, 

advisor and coach. Passionate about social justice and strong 

leadership, with over 30 years’ experience leading non-profit 

organizations, Jo founded Pi in 2019, to deliver expert, confi-

dential and pitch-free philanthropy education and advice to 

philanthropic families globally.

Jo has worked in over 70 countries in Europe and the global 

South, designing and managing multi-stakeholder social and 

environmental change programs, including as CEO of AMREF 

UK, Africa’s largest health organization, Alfanar, the Arab 

World’s first venture philanthropy fund and child rights NGO, 

EveryChild. Jo moved into the philanthropy ecosystem in 2014, 

as Global Director of The Philanthropy Workshop, leading a 

global education program for a network of 450 philanthropists 

and their families. 

A former advisor to the Gates Foundation in Europe and 

trustee of UBS’s Optimus Foundation, Jo has a deep under-

standing of social and environmental change, social finance, 

philanthropy and foundation management and governance 

and a wide network of expert practitioners and social investors. 

Jo is a graduate of Oxford University and SOAS. 

LGT Philanthropy Advisory 

LGT is a leading international private bank that has been fully 

controlled by the Liechtenstein Princely Family for over 90 years. 

The Princely Family of Liechtenstein is deeply committed to 

social accountability, with values rooted in responsible and long-

term investments towards a sustainable future. This philosophy 

also encompasses generations of giving. Philanthropy  Advisory 

at LGT is a service for individuals and families who want to 

partner on a journey towards thoughtful and strategic philan-

thropy, regardless of their areas of interest or their giving expe-

rience. LGT Philanthropy Advisory supports clients in translating 

motivations into strategic and impact-oriented philanthropy as 

well as navigating the complex landscape of philanthropy by 

providing advisory, education and implementation services.

Nina Hoas 

Nina Hoas is a seasoned philanthropy advisor, drawing on over 

20 years of experience in the international development and 

wealth management industries. Nina joined LGT in 2021 and 

leads the bank’s Philanthropy Advisory services for UHNWIs 

and families, supporting them in realizing their aspirations in 

this area. 

Prior to this, she spent ten years with UBS, where she advised 

private clients from Europe and the Middle East on topics 

ranging from developing a philanthropic strategy and investing 

for social impact, to disaster relief as well as sustainable devel-

opment and social entrepreneurship. 
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Earlier in her career, Nina worked with the UN, where she 

led humanitarian programs in West Africa, coordinated a 

multi-stakeholder development operation in South-East Asia, 

and supported displaced populations in the Maghreb. She 

also worked for the Global Fund, encouraging private sector 

support for innovative approaches in the fight against AIDS, 

tuberculosis and malaria. 

Nina serves on the Board of a Swiss family foundation and the 

advisory boards of a number of philanthropic entities. She is an 

alumna of Harvard Business School in Boston, Massachusetts, 

and holds an MA in Political Science from Uppsala University 

in Sweden.
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General risk information
This publication is a marketing communication. 
This publication is intended only for your infor-
mation purposes. It is not intended as an offer, 
solicitation of an offer, or public advertisement or 
recommendation to buy or sell any investment or 
other specific product. The publication addresses 
solely the recipient and may not be multiplied 
or published to third parties in electronic or 
any other form. The content of this publication 
has been developed by our staff of LGT and is 
based on sources of information we consider 
to be reliable. However, we cannot provide any 
confirmation or guarantee as to its correct-
ness, completeness and up-to-date nature. The 
circumstances and principles to which the infor-
mation contained in this publication relates may 
change at any time. Once published information 
is therefore not to be interpreted in a manner 
implying that since its publication no changes 
have taken place or that the information is still 
up to date. The information in this publication 
does not constitute an aid for decision-making 
in relation to financial, legal, tax or other matters 
of consultation, nor should any investment deci-

sions or other decisions be made solely on the 
basis of this information. Advice from a quali-
fied expert is recommended. Investors should be 
aware of the fact that the value of investments 
can decrease as well as increase. Therefore, a 
positive performance in the past is no guarantee 
of a positive performance in the future. The risk 
of exchange rate and foreign currency losses due 
to an unfavorable exchange rate development 
for the investor cannot be excluded. There is a 
risk that investors will not receive back the full 
amount they originally invested. Forecasts are 
not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
The commissions and costs charged on the issue 
and redemption of units are charged individually 
to the investor and are therefore not reflected in 
the performance shown. We disclaim, without 
limitation, all liability for any losses or damages 
of any kind, whether direct, indirect or conse-
quential nature that may be incurred through 
the use of this publication. This publication is 
not intended for persons subject to a legislation 
that prohibits its distribution or makes its distri-
bution contingent upon an approval. Persons in 
whose possession this publication comes, as well 

as potential investors, must inform themselves 
in their home country, country of residence or 
country of domicile about the legal requirements 
and any tax consequences, foreign currency 
restrictions or controls and other aspects rele-
vant to the decision to tender, acquire, hold, 
exchange, redeem or otherwise act in respect of 
such investments, obtain appropriate advice and 
comply with any restrictions. In line with internal 
guidelines, persons responsible for compiling this 
publication are free to buy, hold and sell the secu-
rities referred to in this publication. For any finan-
cial instruments mentioned, we will be happy to 
provide you with additional documents at any 
time and free of charge, such as a key informa-
tion document pursuant to Art. 58 et seq. of the 
Financial Services Act, a prospectus pursuant to 
Art. 35 et seq. of the Financial Services Act or 
an equivalent foreign product information sheet, 
e.g. a basic information sheet pursuant to Regu-
lation EU 1286/2014 for packaged investment 
products for retail investors and insurance invest-
ment products (PRIIPS KID).
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”When I do good, I feel good; 
when I do bad, I feel bad.“
Abraham Lincoln
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